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HOLLAND CITY NEWS
'VOLUME NUMBER

48

NUMBKR 47

Noreaber. 25, 1114

STEAM ROADS SEND

“WHEN THE FROST

IS

ON THE PUNKIN"

CARS OVER INTERUItBAN
Fihit Car

MIM MONEY

IN SUGAR

more money in beets

Went To Saugatuck

HOLLAND SUGAR

<X>., RAISES

PRICK OF RKKTS
The first freight car from the Pere
Marquette Ry, to he run over th*
Interurban track was brought down
to Saugatuck Wednesday. It was one
of the large steel cars and contained
a load of coaMor W. P. Wilson *
Co., and experienced
difficulty
1 whatever on the jun from Holland.
This demonstrates that freight cars
can be brought down thus saving tho
expense of transfer at Holland which
is an item of considerable expense.

Will Do

No doubt

THANGSGIV1NG

-

giving them the same contj-act that
was in vogue before the Tariff lnterferred.There is no doubt that the
tariff played havoc with tho beet
sugar Industries of this country and
while this great war is very deplorable it has materially aided the beet
sugar Industry of this country anJ
those directly connected with It. One

carp.

fact remains however the Holland
Sugar factory Is the first In the state
who has voluntarily raised the price
of beets to the farmer and no doubt
there will be several farmers In this
vicinity who will again start to cultivate beets and others who will add
more acres to the acreage they have
been contractingfor. It is hoped by
next year that a new sugar tariff
schedule may be more favorableto
i Infant Industrysuch as the beet
rg?r really is.

fftANK

SPECIAL
THANKSGIVING SALE

When the frost is on the punhin, and the fodder’s in the shoch,
And you hear the hvouch and gobble of the struttin’ turhey-coch,’
And the ciacKin’ of the guineas and the clucKln* of the hens,
And the rooster's hallylooyer as he tiptoes on the fencei
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Bavarian China
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$1,000 BEAR
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WAS SHOT

i‘ ^
t*

also have the last six seta in 124 pieces

We

have

your Thanksgiving Dinner.

have some very special prices in every line we handle.^ It will pay
you to buy

now.

We

A GLIMPSE OF

RUG; BEAR
IN

ALASKA

invite your inspection

measured 8 % feet and the weight is
90 pounds. Gordon values the skin
very highly, hevwould not sell for
less than $1000. He also had a wolverine which was a beauty. Both
were mounted for mgs.

raged the day before. Half the heavy

stone houses which walled the narrow street had been broken down by
explodingshells.
On the Belgian block pavement
lay, as they had fallen,ten or twelve
dead soldiers of the opposing armies.
n

Jas. A.

,

The

I, __

.

?

.....

flight and the pursuit had

. .

..

Brouwer

the chauffeur suddenly stopped

Holland Michigan

212-214 River Ave.

It is for the benefit of every citizen

who
o

CELERY, MEN STRIKE FOR

MOKE

—

1

HOTEL
CAFE
_
Stmt

AS GOOD AS THE

5 £. Eighth

Neat Clean

First Class

Whitney’s

Up lo Date Home Baking

1r Vocal and Trumpet Music
Special Dinner Every

A La
Oysters Now

In

Day

11 a. m. to 2 p.

m.

Carte Service at Popular Prices

Season.

Two

mors

Your Patronage Solicited.

JOHN HOFFMAN, PROPRIETOR

Hope Collage Lecture Course
Ctrnegie Hall

. Wednesday, Dec.

Look

for

Premium Adv. of Holland City

News on page four

2

Ticketsit lirik’s «r Box Office

'

Prim

25c, 50c

uJ 7Sc

lives here

and

owns

property

here.

car. At the edge of the road lay the
SALARY •
body of a liWUe boy, a child of five
years, caught as he?ran and killed
by shrapnel.
But H Didn't Work Worth A Cent
And by his side sat a baby girl of| The Celery men strike is over

QUARTETTE

the common council it did take the
heart out of the solicitors who ar*
spending their time, money and energies free, not alone for the boulevard

Holland. Towns all about the state
half the size of this city have a beauWill Go In Rug Business
tiful lighting system and few are the
cities where the business men are
O. J. Meeng who has been light compelled to bear the heavy expense
keeper at Macatawa for the past two of installing the system.
years has resignedhis position and
The business men of Holland have
has left the government service. He been milked for a "fare you weir* on
has bought out the Muskegon Rug
Works 72 Ottawa, Muskegon and most every project that comes along
(even helping the second ward aider
will take charge within a few days,
moving his family there. Mr. Meengs man’s street paving proposition llbhas been in the service for 9 years eraly). They are not going to be
being stationedat Racine Wls. and backward about the boulevard lights
Plumb Island. The old veteran light which is shown by the liberal donakeeper M. VanRegenmorterwho tend tions subscribed toward its consumaed the Holland Harbor light from tion. Tho idea that the lighting of the
the
time the
house was built
me ume
me light
ngni nouse
oum *: businessstreets is for the business
«" “"<4* Ween*,. Mr M cengs was men only is a very foolish one.

V
his —

1’, 1ft',n* the 'm,e

choice of the greatest number will
be the one selected for Installation.
It Is true after last Veek’s meeting of

LIGHT KEEPER AT MACATAWA lighting system hut for anything and
everything that makes for a better
RESIGNS

WAR

Harry Gordon who has recently
that Tourhes the Heart
returned from Alaska exhibited a
silver tipped grisley bear skin at
Nunica Ottawa Co. It cost 150.00
•ibu'nt war
One of the Chicago Tribute
to get the bear mounted and the correspondents,following the armworkmanship was of the best with ies in Belgium, drove his motor car
the head and claws all left on. It through a village where n battle had

wanted so long.
it for

MAN LEAVES

LIGHT HOUSE SERVICE

Roadside 8c*ne of Innocent Sufferers

t<

the time to purchase that set of dishes you

Use

BROTHER IN VAIN

OTTAWA COUNTY MAN HAS A
00
00

Fife Royal Blue

W«

LITTLE GIRL ASKS FOIR HOLLAND

GOLD FIELDS

24

it

B«NG BACK FURS FROM

it

Beanmont

t

—JAMES WHITCOMB RILEY.,

one being

it

24

1

system last week that the merchants
have been laying down. Mr. Champion will have four samples of different styles of boulevard lights to
show those interested soon and no
doubt the
thf

<t

Rose berry dinner set

tt

it’s then’s the times a feller is a feelin’ at his besti
With the risin’ sun to greet him from a night of peaceful rest,
As he leaves the house, bare-headed, and goes out to feed the stoch.
When the frost is on the punhin, and the fodder’s in the shoch.

$3 00

........

.

.

LET THERE BE LIGHT
Do not think for a minute that
1 ovause one of the aldermev put a
knock in on the boulevard lighting

O,

English ware 1600 M
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thli

thru these causes the price of sugar
has gone up the manufactors are receiving considerablemore for the
manufactured article and by reason
of this they Intend to share their good
fortune with the arkultOrallstby

HAUL

o

Up rtiin

In

been curtailedgreatly thereby and

Ed. Oswald got a lift of nine tou
fcarp in his nets Thursday morning of last week at Saugatuck. Some

THE PHOTOfilAPHE*

St

-

NINE TON OF CARP IN ONE

LACEY
19 E. 8th

o

the farmers

cent over the 12%. However ghoul)
the test of the beets be less then 12
per cent 40c will be deducted for
•very per cent which these beets test
below the 12 per cent. Isist year
the Sugar Co., was compelled by virtue of the tariff to reduce the price
of beets per ton, but the fact that!
Germany, Austria, France and Russia are at war and the supply has

The Helnx pickle company has
purchased land at Harlem on Pere
Marquette R. R. and will build another Salting Station thefe. The work
will be completed by next spring.

ALL DAY

Boot

\Ulnlty will be very much pleased to
hear that the Holland Sugar Co., will
raise the price of beets. The price per
ten has been raised 50c and the grow
ers will receive 15 25 per ton for
12 per cent beets and they will receive 40c additionalfor every per

HEINZ PICKLE 00. PUTTINQIN A
NEW SALTING HOUSE

Open

!>> 'Hie

Grow ern

no

Studio

Welcome Newa

It Is for the benefit for every per-

son who does bis shopping In the
evening, and this especially strikes
the laboring man.
It touches everyone
pride In his city.

who has any

three or four years. She lookeu up a< The teamstersof the celery fields of
A neatly dressed traveling man Is
the men in the car, smiled, and held Zutphen struck for two cents a box
the kind of a man who brings busiout her hands to be taken
!for hauling celery from Hudsonville
nesa to the house" he travels for, likeLisping in French, she told them ewamp to Forest Grove Station last
her name, said she was very hungry, Week Friday, but were disappointedwise a neatly appearing town or city
cried a little, and as the car started
Henry Elders, the manager, re- brings business within Its borders.
on begged them to wait and “wak9.fug(.(j to pay as they requested.'They Strangers coming within our gates,
up her
(were glad however to return to work seeing our beautifulpark, our city
Wherever the wave of war has the next day and work in the cus- hall, our new postofflce,our fine apswept across Europe there are chll-^omary way, which was being paid pointed schools and a beautiful bouldren in like case. Nobody knows
the hour> Mr Elders promised evard lighting system will linger and

up.

^

brother.”

how

many
have

them a square deal and the men are
now satisfied.The strikers were
homes destroyed, lWm Albrecht,foreman. Harm Ens

children have lost their fathers

been

separated

from

their,

say,

"Here

is

a town worth

living

In.”

mothers, had their
Let all boost the new project by
or been thrown out Into
world jlngi Edi zyistra, Bert Bosman, Leon*
putting heart into the differentsoliciwhich Mas turned all its energies to ard yan Ess and Charles Elringa.—
ting committees, and if you have
the terrible businessof war.
Corr.
not already donated,advise the com-

a

Colonel Rooseveltsays he

Is

mere-

Owing

ly a private In the Progersslvearmy. Thursday the

He must seem lonesome

mittee without solicitation. This is
far better then throwing a wet blankissues one day
et over every new and meritorious

to Thanksgiving coming on

NEWS

at roll call, earlier than usual.

project that comes up in our city.

PAM TWO
BAST

<K)SSIP

FILLMORE

8AUGATUCK

VENTURA

R.

A daughter waa born to Mr. and ' In 11 iU11 fnrthw eBort to stop thu Cag>L Jay P, Jennings who lost
Mrs. Harry Bouselaar recently. foot and mouth .dfobasp epidemic
1,1 the storm^hlchswept the

in

IN

FOOT AND MOUTH DISEASE MAY
CAISE FARMERS TO PUT

*f tw# years

commeMlog Jan.

***
ocww.ww.-^ww
That Fred Gordon
8LPARATOR PIiANT8 ed
number

having receivthe largest
of votes la
The (Misses Albertha and Sena Vos OtUwa and Allegan, counties, W.
!Ieei1,JS,tr0Ir
THEIR
elected County Treasurer foi* a term
who hare been 111 have recovered am- Hupar eecretary ot the Mlchl,.,.Ulch he wa. Captain U {he eon o!
of two years commencing Jan. 1,
flciently to be about again.
.state livestock sanitary commission, Mr. and Mra J. J. Jennings of this
1915 to Jan. 1, 1917.
Tue farmer these days who baa a
^0Up^» Peoples Society of the cIosed the
tt pilinore
city. Capt. Jennings was torn at the
That John^F. Van Anrooy having
ChristianReformed church at East
.
family home at Ventura Dec. 9, 1871. i reum separating plant on his farm received the largest number of
Saugatuck will render an elaborateter<1‘r “d 1'»ued order11•» the °»n- He always had a liking for the va- has the advantage of his brother farvotes is elected. Register of Deeds
program Thanksgiving day at which era of the creameriesat Oakland apd
HAMILTON
mer and at the age of 17 entered the mer who is not similarly equipped. for a term of two years commencing
Bentheim to throw away all tlieir adventurous life of a seaman, em
Jan. lr 1915 to J«n. 1, 1917.
Thtrty five guests gathered about all are invited to
Now that the authorities have decid
Mr. and Mr.. Harm Slenk of Hoi- »kl“tmed milk and butter milk until barking on the Cynthia Gordon as
the festive board at the home of Mr.
That Louis H. Osterhous having
and Mrs. Joe HageLscamp at the re-ljand have returned from a visit with arrangements can be made to pas- cook. Following this he sailed on ed to partially quarantine the cream- received the largest number of votes
various coastersof that time until. cries throughout the state, the aver- is elected Prosecuting Attorney for
cant dinner given in behalf of the Mr. and Mrs. Schrotenboer.
teurise it. Seven diseased herds have
he entered the service of Edward age farmer will lose much through a term of two years commencing
Missionary Society.
The Misses Sena Swan of Fennvlllo been traced to skimmed milk secured
,h,t he „ not ,llowed t0 Jan. 1, 1915, to Jan. 1, 1917.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Peterham have and Henrietta Dreslnga of Holland1,^ P1imore creameries. Seven HIdm Lumber Compear .bout IS
years ago. Since that time he has , , . ,
That
Robinson .having
been wed now thirty years and this have both returned after
.
*
government
veterinarians accompan- remained with the Hlne. Co., hivlmt Uke b,ck ll0me ,r0,n ,he
received the largest number of votes
fact was not forgotten by their many, their parents here.
ied Dr. W. A. Trone through the been Captain on their steamers for the skimmed milk. It was this that is elected Circuit Court Commissionfriends who with well filled baskets
oseveral years. He was * very able he had been in habit of feeding to er for a term of two years commencmade a raid on the Peterham horn*
quarantinedtownshipstoday to trace
NEW GRONINGEN
seaman and one in whom the com- nis hogs and it Is used for other ing Jan. 1, 1916 to Jan. 1, 1917.
made many with them as befits the
all creamery infected herds.
Mr. and Mrs. A. Palmbos are Ip
That Daniel F. Page sen having
occasion.
Three new infected herds were loRudyard Michigan visiting.
received the largest number of votes
ed he spent at the home of his par- count>r depends to a large extent ou Is elected Circuit Court CommisisonMrs. J. Dent of Grand Rapids has
Miss Anna Cook has returnea rrora cated yesterday on the farms of Benbeen the guest of her mother Mrs. a visit with friends at Central Park. amin Tuckert, Henry J. Kleinhek- ents in this city having sp«nt several this method of fattening his hogs for er for a term of two yeap commencweeks with them last
'market.
Wm. Vanden Berg the past week.
ing Jan. 1, 1915 to Jan. 1, 1917.
Adrian and John Hartgerink of sel and G. J. Fokkert in Filmore town
A ten pound son now makes lively
HI. aged parent, and two .Warn j The tlrmer howeTdr who bu a
Thgt Daniel 0. Cook having reOverisel have returned after vlsitinc ship, numbering 65 cows and 39
are left to mourn the loss of a
,
vt
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
ceived the largest number of votes
with Mrs. John Hartgerink of this hogs. These will likely be condemned In, son and brother. The older .1.- cretm separator plant on hi. own
Jphnson and although born on the
is elected Coroner for a term of two
place. Miss Minnie Rouaan was alsa
ter Sara, Now Mrs. Rev. H. W.!farm> many have. can separate year* commencing Jan. 1, 1915 to
18th of the month the happy parents
the guest of Miss Josie Hartgarink.and slaughtered.
Thompson, of ‘Leslie,Mich., waA the cream from the milk at home, Jan. 1, 1917.
are not superstitious in the least.
Since the canvass Tn Filmore townLeonard Van Llere is working for
That William J. Presley having ro
A new barn is being built by Henry Pyl while Pyl is serving on in ship was started eight herds have formerly employed as teacher in the deliver the cream to creamery and
schools of Holland and Miss Jeannle
George Tummerman to take the
the largest number of votes
the jury in the November term of been condemned and two slaughter- Jennings of this city who has for feed the skimmed milk to the
18 elected Coroner for a term of two
place of the old one recentlytorn
court which is bolding in Grand Ha- ed.
several years ben a teacher in Otta- .ince It not taken away from his yearg commenclng Jan 1( 1915 t0
down.
ven.
Every possible precautionis being wa and Allegan Counties at present own place there is nq^anger in It. Jan. 1, 1917.
Mrs. Ben Lugton is now well supMrs. John Tlbbe and daughter
being employed in the Hamilton As a result of the present epidemic' That Emmet H. Peck having retaken in the ten townships in Otplied with aprons. She now has one
Margaret of Holland have returned
Public school. The bereaved family
it is expectedthat the use of cream- celved the largest number of votes
for each month In the year, and like
to that plcae after being entertain- tawa and Allegan counties under have the heart felt sympathy of their
Joseph’s coat of many colors, the ed by Mrs. Wm. Nagelhout.
separators will come into much,*8 elected County Surveyor for a
quarantfne to prevent the spread or many friends. Funeral arrangeaprons collectivelyare like unto it.
more general vogue in the country
two years commencing Jan.
ments
have
not
yet
been
made
awaitDedrick Decker, aged 73 years the disease. The farmers themselves(
All the colors of the rain bow are
1. 1915 to Jan. 1, 1917.
ing the arrival of the remains which districtshere.
here represented. The occasion that and 8 months, a pioneer of Ottawa feeling that their co-operationwith
That Henry Slersema having reare being shipped from Sency, Mich.
ceived the largest number of votes
brought the laberenth of frontes county died Sunday at his home the authorities is necessary, are do- Services will be held from the home
RURAL TELEPHONES
Is elected Drain Commissioner tor a
pieces was her 35th birthday, and in New Groningen. He is surviveJ ing all they can for the most part to of his parent at 619 Central A ve.,
term of two year# commencing Jan.
twelve lady friends thought it uni by a widow and two children. The help along the fight against the Holland and burial at the Ventura
1, 1915 to Jan. t, 1917.
que to each shower an apron upon
Cemetery, £ev. Esveld officiating.
The telephone is one of the most
her. It is needless to say that they children are Martin Decker, proprie plague.
profitable buaineu agenciesthat the ' ,Th“t ®e"lt w- K00*6™ llavlne ™o
tor of the Enterprise Shoe store and
were royally entertained with refresh
farraer can employ ft affords him ?e , .IS' *e“
“f I0161
inspectors
Still
Busy
In
the
NeighDRENTHE
ments afterwards and in which the Mrs. Leonard Visser of Holland.
facilitiestor keeping in constant 18 elected f«P™®»tatire In the State
borhood of Filmore.
Mrs.- 0. H. Yntema died at her communication with the markets Legislaturefrom the First District,
aprons also played a very important The funeral will be held this
Afternoon at one o’clock from
The Federal and State Authorities home in Drenthe Saturday evening provides a sitting room for the com' That Albert H. Bosch having the
]>art.
The home of John Koolvoort has the home and at 1:30 from the New were busy inspectingcattle in the at five o’clock, at tl}e age of nearly munity where the famlliM can as- lar6®8t number of votes is elected
been receiving a new coat of paint. Groningen chapel. The Ret. Mr. neighborhood pf Filmore and East 81 •years. The cause of her death sembie and discuss the evertta of the RePresentatlve in the State Legisday without the inconvenienceof *a^ure from Ik® Second District,
Wm. Bordman is doing the Job.
Cheff of Zeeland will officiate.
Saugatuck Friday where several have was old age. She was born in Gron- travel or leas of time, and in sickness
wRn®88. we have hereunto set
Mrs. Stankey has been visiting her
— o
of the foot and mouth diseas# h/tve igen, the Netherlands,and came to and emergencies,It renders a divine our *iaD(*8 and affiWHl the Seal of the
brother Mr. Robyler of Saugatuck
LAKETOWN
Circuit Court for lhe County of Otbeen discovered.A head of swine on America in 1854. She was married
;the past week.
The Zeeland Reformed church
Michigan
farmers
should
thl8
°f November in
the farm of Henry Timmer at Fil- to 0. H. Yntema in 1856. Of their
Merrit Palmer has recovered from calling Rev. Van Vessum.
age the buildingof telephone lines. the year one thousand nine hundred
more is suspected of being afflicted ten children six are still living. Mr.
a sick spell.
Local co-operativevqpmpanlee
can be fobrt®«n.
A son has come to the home of Mr
Klaas Dykstra has been visiting
and is being closely watched. There Yntema was born in Vrieeland,the formed and country lines built
B<*rd of ^unty Canvassers,Earl
and Mrs. Fred Hoek and have made
his son Asher in Detroit.
have been no further developments Netherlands and came to America small expense.
B. Thurston, Henry Van Noord, Alglad the hearts of the parents.
Jesse Taylor one of our nimrods
bert Vinkemulder.
Misfortunesnever come singly among the herds now in quarantine. in 1847. He died in 1908. Mrs.
Is now in the north wood looking for
Earl B. Thurston, Chairman of
they say. Ben Ten Cate has broken
No traces of the hoof and mouth Yntema is survived by three sons
deer and also trying not to be shot
Board
of County Canvassers.
CITY
MARKETS
his leg while jumping from a wagon disease were found Friday among
and three daughters: David and
for one. We hope he may succeed in
Attest:
and Fred his father has ben seriousthe two herds of cattle on the farms Hessel Yntema of Grand Rapids; (Buying price per bushel oa (rale.)
both.
I Jacob Glerum, Clerk of Board of
ly ill the past week.
f
of
Henry Timmerman and John At Nicholas of Drenthe; EITIe and JoEthel Root is visiting her aunt,
County Canvassers.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Feyer have re
each Milling Company
Mrs. John Rankin of Allegan.
truned from a visit with 'friends Tn gers in Filmore township. Federal hanna at home and Mrs. H. Lenters Wheat, white -----------------.98
The foot and mouth disease is Grand Rapids.
inspectorswill examine the herds FriWheat, red ............................. — 1-91
Expire* December 12
creeping closer. It has come within
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Feycr have been day and both will likely be condemnGRAARSOHAP
Rye
............... . ........... - ............... 85
•TATE OF MICHIQAN—
Prothree miles of our little village, be- entertainingMrs. R. Bredeweg and ed. Four additional herds are under,
Mrs, Bouws of Graafachap and
bet# Court for the County of Ob
ing on the farms of James Shipper' 8on#
Oats ----------- --------.61
suspicion in that vicinity.
Mrs. H. Roek of Zeeland were visitand Gerrit and Henry Kleinhekselin'
.19
ors at the home of Mr. and Mra Wm. Cent -At a session of saia Court, held
Fillmore township. Benjamin FokRUSK
Borst. Jr. of Forest Grove last week St. Car Feed. — .............. - ......... M.60 at the Probate Office in the City of
HUDSONVILLE
kert lost sixty head of cattle and hogs
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Schippers and
Hudsonville, Nov. 24 — A societyThursday. — Forest Grove Cor.
Grand Haven, In said County, on the
Wednesday.
Corn Meal ------ ----83.99
i .
_ daughter, Hattie, and Mrs. Andrew event of large proportionscame off
24th day of November, A D. 1914
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Motruff were Wlerda and gon Frank who were the
Cracked Cqrn .........
83.50
ZEELAND
at the residence of Mr. ami Mrs. W.
Present: Hon. Edward P. KUby,
'surprised by their friends and neighguests of Mr. and Mrs. Leonard
bors the occasslonbeing the 25th Schippersof Coopersville have re- Neyheus Idst Satuiday nlgiit, when
Born to Mr. and Mrs. John Nabor Screenings..... ............................ 25.00 Judge of Probate.
rmlles stone of Mr. Botruffs berth.
44bv
Low Grade
In the matter of the estate of
large company of young pen* of Drenth — a son.
turned home.
The new barn of Jacob Edink will
.33.60
No. 1 Feed...
Mrs. Joe Overweg who underwent pie met to give a kitchen shower to
PrentissE. Whitman, Deceased
Gerrit
J.
Karsten
and
Ralph
Do
'be utelized for the storing of auto.85.00
an
operation
October
31st, was tak- the prospectiveoridr* and groom
Oil
Meal
.....
Haan
left
Mondafr
tor
Byron
Cenmobiles. Jake has room for twelve.
Etta Whitman having filed
en home in an auto and is improving
.32.0#
Mr. Henry De Groa*. and Misa Myrtle tre for a few days’ visit with Dr. Middlings ...
’ Mr. and Mrs. Hertiert Higgins of
in said court her final administration
nicely.
.34.00
Cotton Seed
Kalamazoo now occupying the house
Chamberlain. The event was gottrti and Mrs. R. De Haan.
account, and her petition praying
Mr.
and
Mrs. S. Sipkema, Mr. and
.24.00
James Martin and intends doing
Further steps have been^taken In Bran
for the allowance thereof sad for the
Mrs. Peter Boereema and family and up by Mrs. Wm. Neyheus, Mrs. J.
carpenter work this winter.
Thoe.
Klomparens
A
CoNeyheus
and
Mrs.
Chas.
McCoy.
Zeeland
to
stop
the
diptheria
epiassignment
and distributionof the
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wierda and fam• Albert Klomparens, Allegan, coun- ily attended the 24th birthday anniHay, Stray, Bta.
residue of said estate,
Among the out-of-townguests were demic there. No Sunday school classty road commissioner,had the time versary of Andrew Wierda, held re14.60
and Hay, baled
It is Ordered, That the
of his life Wednesday afternoon mov cently. Mr. Wierda received many Mrs. George Hanna, Mrs. C. L. Van- as were permitted Sunday
13.00
derboegh
and
Miss
Nan
McIntyre
of
today no catechetical classes were
lo°8®
22od day of December A. D. 1914,
Ing the stone crusher from the beautiful and useful gifts. The even9.99
Waanders gravel-pit to the fair ing was spent in marry making fol- Grand Rapids' The presents were lowed, to be held. Congregating*ot Straw —
at ten o'clock in the forenoon, at
grounds at Allegan where the ma- lowed by a fine spread.
said probate office, he and is hereby
numerous and costly, and fun ran childrenin any place is discouraged1 Molenaar A De Qoeo
chine is to be stored for the wintei.
as
much
as
possible
by
the
(Prices
Paid
to
Farmers
appointed for exainirg and allowing
o
high. The fun culminated in a mock
He hitched a tractor ahead of the
.94-10
Veal
------said accountand hearing said petimarriage of the couple In whose hon- authorities.
OVERISEL
machine and thought It would be a
.34 tion
Butter,
creamery
Une ride. He did not figures on the
A son was born to Mr. and Mrs or the' shower was given. The Rev.
.31
It la Farther Ordered, That public
Butter, creamery
electric and telephone wires. Ho Fred Lampen.
Dr. Ernest Tibbett was the presiding DRASTIC ACTION TAKEN
found the progress slow and exasper.11 letke thereof btygiveaby publication
Beef
.......... - ....... Rev. R. B. Kuiper, pastor of the clergyman and the ceremony was a
FILMORE TOWNSHIP
ating. On DeLano-st.he got so many
9-10 ef a copy of this order, for three sucSpring Cbtckea Christian Reformed Church, deliver sweet and impressive one. Mr. MarAGAINST CATTLE
cessive weeks previous to said day of
and such stout wires wrapped arounp
.12
ed his farewell sermon last Sunday tlon Boldt acted as ring-bearerand
Mutton ---------hearing, In the Holland City News a
the crusher that he had to call for
PLAGUE.
and has gone to Grand Rapids to fill
.99 newspaper printed and drcnlated in
Chicken ........
help. He already had most of the
Mr. Jamie De Cator as flower girl.
another charge.
.09 aid entity.
telephone wires down in that vicinity
Pork -------- ----Four additionalherds were conJohn Nyhuis the contractorhas Martin presented the ring, which
EDWARD P. KIRBY,
and two thirds of the power wires,
.30
the largest size of railroad demned, four appraised and two Eggs ....... .... .....
Judge of Probate.
©t at least he thought he had when completed and addition to the home was
.12
Ducks .......
washers In
16-quar dish pan
the wires began falling all about him of Albert Mieste.
A true copy
slaughtered Monday in the camTrom the poles. Albert and the engine Wm. Oldebeken and wife will soon while Jamie gracefullycarried a paign which is being vigorously wag- TUrkeys ................... ................ 13-16
Orris Sluiter,
o
took the brackets off the poles witn move to Hamilton where the former large flofwer pot in which was a ed against the hoof and mouth disIUcl*t«r •( ProbM..
• greatest ease. People In that part of has built a big barn and a very fine
DETERHINO
flowerless begonia artisticallyembell- east in Allegan county. Thus far the CERTIFICATE OF
• town say he could have been heard residence. His son Henry will take
ATION
It
Really
Does
Relieve
Rheumatism
place of attack is confined principal- !gtate 0f Michigan
several miles yelling "Whoa, and charge of his large farm in Overisel ished with sprays of catnip. At
Everybody
who
la
afflicted
with
late hour the company dispersed with ly to Filmore township where
then "Go ahead!" to the man on the
ss
Rheumatism
in
any
form
should
by
• engine. He abandoned the Job when
a feeling that the bride and groom teen Infected herds has been traced County of Ottawa.
SAUGATUCK
all means keep a bottle of Sloan’s
? be reached Park drive, within sight
Tke Board of County Canvassers
While on her way to Pier Cove would know just how to act Tues- through skimmed milk supplied by
Liniment on band. The minute you
•’ of the fairgrounds. It was too dtrK
last Saturday the strap on the upper day evening when the actual cere- the creamery. The creamery has now of Ottawa County having Ascertain- feel pain or soreness in a Joint or
to proceed further and he was bush
connectionof the Str. Aliber's eng- mony will take place, the Rev. Fryor been closed indefinitely and Its 61 ed and canvassed the Votes of the muscle, bathe It with Sloan’s Lipi• ed.” Next day he went on.
several Wards and Townships of
ine was broken and she was disabled
ment. Do not rub it. Sloan’s penepresiding.
patrons have been denied permission said County, at the General Election
in
the
lake.
Anchor
was
immediately
trates almost immediately right to
-0held on Tuesday, the Third day of the seat of pain, relieving the hot,
to sell their milk and produce.
weighed and distress whistles blown.
SUBSCRIPTIONLAWS
XKW HOLLAND
Parties on shore phoned to JJlenn
tender swoolen feeling and making
The herds condemned Monday num November, A. D. 1914.
•t Most readers of newspapersaro
Do Hereby Certify and Determine the part easy and comfortable.Get
The Van Eyck Bros, have finished piers and the Str. Wilson came to her
not familiar with the laws governing her 48 cows and 24 swine and were
That Hans Dykhuls having re- a bottle of Sloan’s Liniment for 25
-remodeling their residence, and g»v- rescue. No particular damage was subscriptions. Here are the decisions owned by William Mulder, J. W.
ceived the largest number of votes ctnts of any druggistand have it in
it a much better and neater ap- done. The repairs were soon made
of the United States court on the Mulder, Mrs. Johannes Ryzenga.and is elected Sheriff for a term of two the house-^againet colds, sore and
pearance. They have also built a and the boats Is again on her run.
subject:
Jacob Achterhof, all In Fillmore years commencing Jan. 1, 1915, to swollen joints, rheumatism, neuralThe manager of the Indiana Trans
large additionto the barn for their
"Subscriberswho do not give exJan. 1, 1917.
gia, sciatica and like ailments. Your
portation company writes the Hotel press notice to the contraxyare con- township.
That Jacob Glerum, having receiv money bafck if not satiofied,but it
World suggesting the need of more sidered as wishing to renew their
The two herds slaughterednum- ed the largest number of \otes is does give almost instant relief.
Mrs. John R. Brower has been visit
and higher-class hotels in Sauga- subscriptions.
ing with relatives in Holland.
bered 51 cattle and ten hogs.
elected County Clerk for a term Advertisement.
tuck and colbny at Saugatuck from
"If the subscriber orders a disconO H. Eileis of Holland is a fre- southern
cities, Dougias. saying that
quent caller on his parents in New "There is quite a colony at Sauga- tinuance of their publication the pun
lishefc may continue to send then
Holland.
tuck from southern cities, and, with
until all dues are paid.
Gerrit Brower and Henry Smith a direct boat line operating, I have
"If subscriber refuses to take the
are building a new culvert at New confidencethat the travel from the
periodicals from the post office
Holland Corners and also repairing south and southwest,as well as from
which' they are directed he is
^ culvert near the Crisp creamery. Chicago, will Increase to a very great sponsible
until he has settled his bill
Mrs. Simon Bos of Holland has extent. In fact, we have in mind, on and ordered the paper discontinued
On Tuetday, Mov. 24th, the Michigan Central Stock Yards will reopen for the receipt
t»een visiting- with her parents, Mr. account of the prospects, placing two
"If subscribers move to other
of
Live
Stock shipped from certain parts of the
boats on the route as soon as we can
.and Mrs. C. Dykeraa.
places without informing the publlsn
The following Counties are still under quarantine:— Genesee, Lapeer, baton, Ottawa,
get adequate hotel facilities at Sauer an<T1he papers are sent to the
C. Dykema, one of our oldest reslMontcalm, Monroe, Lenawee, Branch, Cass, Berrien and Wayne.
gatuck to properlyaccommodatethe
former address, the subscriber
*idents,has been confined to his homo
Stock from quarantinedCounties can be shipped direct to us for immediate slaughter, but
traffic. I am enclosing a booklet givheld responsible.
*«n aciount of illness.
ing description and some pictures of
cannot
be shipped to the Michigan Central Stock Yards.
"The courts have held that refusMr. and Mrs. John Bishop living picturesqueSaugatuck and Douglas
ing
to
take
periodicals
from
the
post-one mile east of New Holland have
They are within six hours’ ride of office or removing and leaving then,
moved to Holland.
Chicago and posses every desirable uncalled for Is prima facie evidenco
The few farmers who have raised feature,with the exception of proper
of Intention to defraud.
f beets this year are busy hauling hotels, lor the class of patronage
Ship Direct to Parker,
& Co.,
Phone Ue,
"If the subscriberspay In adrnhem to the sugar factory at Hol- which seeks to pass the summer
vance they are bound to give notice
land. It Is hoped there will be there. There is a great opportunity,
at the end of the time If they do not
beet raisers
ralaera next -season withi
, hote, lnd j am 8ure wish the subscription continued,
4th# raise of price of
I that ,imlted capital, land, etc., can otherwise the subscriberIs responsTwo new cases of diptheriahave be obtained, and it only requires the ible until express notice with payment of all arrearageIs sent to the
Sloped l»
''ft
10
hold, to swing the deal and make the publisher.—Exchange,
hotel a big suoceeM.”
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Will Buy Your Hogs, Cattle,
Webb

Detroit

Sheep

West 3040

PARKER, WEBB & CO.

PAQI THAIS

CAPT.

1. P.

.

OF “CURTIS"

SOCIATION HAS BEEN ISSUED

Fifteenth Annual Exhibit to

Lived in Holland When n Boy; Par-

Is Accused of Wedding in
Haven While Having

ent* Stilt Make Their Home

in

Here.

„ Captain J.

a

Grant'i

Husband

Grand Rapids

Ottawa county has a sensational
P. Jenningi, of the bigamy case on its hands ^hich will

eteamer Curtla, son of Mr. and Mra. probably be aired in the Ottawa
J. J. Jenningi of thU city, la re- County Circuit court at the Februported as one of thoee

who

lost their

ary session. The arrest In the case
Uvea in the wreck of that vessel on was made Saturday and the alleged
Lake Superior. A telegram was re^ bigamist is now lodged in the Ottaceived in Holland Monday confirming

wa County

the earlier reports that Jennings had
lost his life In the

gram

wreck. The

tele-

stated that 'his body would

b

Jail in

Grand Haven.

Mrs. Mary Bostwlck,only 19 years
old, is the

j

woman charged with

amy. She was

shipped to Holland tor burial.

MADE DO PEOPLE OF EAST SAUGATUCK YOUNG FLOWER MERCHANTSAWFUL EXECUTION ON
FIND WELCOME FOR THEIR
WILL PRAY TO HAVE FOOT
FORTKFICATION8
WARES IN HOLLAND
AND MOUTH DISEASE

THE PREMIUM BOOK OF POULTRY AS- MOST TERRIBLE GUNS

COUNTY JAIL ON CHARGE
OF. BIGAMY

THE VICHMS OP WRECK
.

Y BOOTW1CK IN

JENNINGS IS ONE OP MRS.

big;

arrested in Grand

Rapids Saturday.

Be Held

Tho pinnacle of uerman military
science
has been attained by the
' Latter Part of December
Germans by means oPthe great sect et Krupp mortars, with which the
supposed ImpregnableXorts at Lleg^
The premium book of the Fifteenth Namun and Antwerp Belgium, were
Annual Exhibition of the Hollknd battered Into a mass of 'ruins. The
Poultry and Pet Stock association caliber of these tremendous cannon
is 42 cent meters, or sixteen and one
has bee nlssued. The show this year half Inches. They are described as
is to be held ou December 22, 2S, 24
‘the most miraculous and powerfu
25 and 26. The place of exhibit has weapon designeo in the history of
not yet been decided upon. Charles war.”
Even the inventor of these tnstru
McClave has been appointed as tho
ments of dire destruction Is shroudJudge. The book contains all the Ined In mystery. They were first hr
formation required by poultry men by the Krupps at Essen eight years
who expect to show their birds In the ago. After the first trial they were
exhibit this year. In addlton to a pronounced a failure.This Is nos
believed to have been a false report
large number of prizes offered by
sent out by the German military auHolland and Zeeland merchants, a thoritiesto conceal the fact of their
immfer of special prlxes will arouse tremendous efficiency from the other military powers of Europe. One
a great deal of competition. of the war correspondentsdescrlb
The grand prize is the $50 sllvei the manner of firing these mortars
cup. There has been much Interest as follows:

ABATED.
In East Saugatuck the epidemic of
foot

and mouth disease has so

The new business venture that was
started a week ago by Mantloa.
Bosch and Herman Koening Is taking,

Im-

a firm bold on the patronage of thspressed the people with Its serious- local public, and the sale of flowersne. h that it has been decided to turn by the young businessmen has bethe regular Thanksgiving Day ser- gun In earnest. A flower store Is *
vices Into a prayer service. At the great convenienceto many local peo-

meeting of the consistory of the ple who are In the habit of keeping
Christian Reformed church of that their tablee brightenedup with flowplace It was decided that the Thanks ers. The city bad been without such
giving service next Thursday forenon a store for some time and the new
was at the same time to be a prayei place supplies a definite want. Tho

service at which prayers could be boys are doing the business to keep
offered for a blessing on the work of themselves In funds for going thrn.
the government and state authorities school and they expect to be fully
In suppressingthe disease.

In that

prepared for the holiday rush that

community some

horses i 1h soon to begin,

sre suspected of having Glanders and
According to the statement of the
the Inspectors have put them in Or. Bell's AntisepticGalva
ed from the lost steamer ard the arrestingofficer,the woman, form
quarantine.
Good for all Skin Dlaoasta.
barges Annie M. Peterson and 8. K. erly Miss Mary Robinson, was mar- In this prize for a number of years
At some distancefrom a fort a
ried in Grand Rapids, on March 28,
because of the fact that it must be space was cleared and a great morMarvin, lost near Grand Marais last
1912, to Carl Bostwlck. She declarwon three times before It becomes tar set in a concrete bed occupying
Thursday, some of whom have not
ed to have left home one a num- tho permanent property of anyone. It a circle with a radius of 100 feet.
Behind the mortar and outside this
yet been identified. However the ber of occasions, but each time reIs for the highest scoring breeding circle was a tunnel leading to a sub, Lv. Chicago 10:25 p. m., ar. Jacksonville, Fla., 7:50 t. m.
body of Jennings has now been defin- turned to Bostwlck.She is charged pen and so far J. B. Hadden, R. West terranean chamber. The great mor-

Twelve bodies have been

recover-

NEW DIXIE FLYER

Capt. with having married Ford Pender, a veld, John Damveld and J. J. De Kos- tar was sighted ,the projectile was
Pere Marquette railroad brakeraan, ter have each one win to their credit set In place, and then the gunners
J. P. Jennings, steamer Curtis, "l5eIn Grand Haven, In August of this while John VerHoe^ has two win- retired to their underground chamtrolt; Glen Campbell, steamer Curber. Here they pressed a button
year, following her removal from nings to his credit.
and the mighty shot was Area.
tis; Seigrud Halverson; Albert JohnBostwlck’shome the month before.
There are also four $25 silver “The explosionwas terrible.AnyGruin.
thing within fifty feet of the gun at
‘It Is alleged that she lived with Pencups offered by prominent citizens of
Henry Kirchner, Charle* Nelsomfc
the time of the explosion would be
der a short time then returned to
Holland,each of which must be won killed.Even men In the neighboring
Pultus W. Noll, Alden, XN. D.; EdBostwlck. Later it is said, she again
three times. They are the following: armies complained of headaches and
ward Anderson.
lived with Pender.
Holland Dentists
Physicians toothaches from the Jar, and the
Government papers found on the
* When Bostwlck learned of the al- Trophy, for the first pen in the same complaints were made by the
tenth body lead to the belief It Is
men In the forts where the projectleged action of his wife several days American class, won in 1911 by the
that of Glen Campbell, second jenlies exploded.
ago he went to Grand Haven and Lakewood Farm; in 1912 by A. S.
“The projectllerpierced through
glneer of the Curtis.
asked
that
she
be
placed
under
ar- Moore; In 1913, by A. S. Moore. The one two ,and three ordinarily ImpenCaptain Jennings was well known
rest. The warrant was issued at the Holland Druggists Trophy tor the trable walls and burled Itself in a
here as a boy. He has been follo|^f
fourth. Here It lay silent many secorder of ProsecutingAttorney Louis first pen in the English class, won In
Ing the life on the lakes since he
onds, then exploded like a volcano,

itely identified.

The dead are

(second day).
New schedule—

new steel equipment — everythingnew but the famous
Dixie Route. Ask your agent for Florida tickets via

contains nobody but the Krupp*
the lakes. When still a mere lad perjury. The latter Is said to have Fant, Grand Haven. #
know.
It is brought to the bactlemade
the
statement
that
she
was
H.
Van
Tongeren
and
Superior
Cihe shipped as a seaman and he has
fleld in pieces and assembled by the
unmarried
while
both
are
aUeged
to
gar
Co.,
offer
a
$15
silver
Trophy
worked his way up to the command
highest paid and most trusted of
have claimed residencein Grand for the highest scoring pen of ban- the Krupp engineers. It is aimed and
of a steamer.
Captain Jennings’home Is in De- Haven. Pender lived In Benton tams, excludingpit game bantams. leaded by them and not one member
of the artillerycorps in the kaisers
troit. All night Friday night, after Harbor, the officer was informed| This trophy has been won by John
army has anything to do with It.
the first reports had come of the No definite action has been taken Ver Hoef, Harley Scott and G, A. The slogan of these men is, 'One
possible loss of the vessel, Mrs. Jen- on these charges.

ing to get in touch with the

Hines

Lumber company

definite

Edward

to securel

SHIM

news of the wreck, but she

SH.

was unable to learn anything definite
until

yesterday.

•

t

“It’s hard to be the wife of a sailor,” she said. ”1 sailed with him for

-three years, until a storm nearly
wrecked

us,

and that was enough for

me.

I begged him (o try something

else,

but he woujd get

'

Brinkman.

nings spent In a telephoneoffice try-

shot for one

E.

L

(Chicago and Eastara Dliaola Railroad)

Through NASHVILLE,

CHATTANOOGA, ATLANTA.

Breakfast served into Jacksonville.

and

1911 by M. Lookerse, Zeeland; in bringing to the ground In ruinff
was 15 years old. His parents lived Oosterhous.
The Grand Rapids officer who 1912 and 1913 by Tony Verllere. every stone which had stood upon
on a farm at the time, but tha boy
another.
was of an adventurous nature and made the arrest stated Saturday that The Holland Business Men’s Trophy “A shot flrfcd Into the center of a
could not settle down to farm work. he receivedInformationfrom Grand won In 1911 by Mrs. Gordon, Dorr, fort burled itself deep in th^ ground
Since they lived near the city U\p Haven to the effecti that the county Mich.; In 1912 by John T. Wlersma; and lay there as though gathering
boy used to come down to the docks clerk and Justice C. N. Dickinson, In 1913 by Nick Essenbogger.Tho strength for Its demoniacal eruption
Then .after twenty seconds, it exhere and watch the boats coming in who performedthe alleged second Holland Manufacturers Trophy, won ploded and razed the proudest walls
from Chicago and leaving this port. ceremony, had asked that both Pen- In 1911 by J. Du Mez; In 1912 by in Belgium.
He could not resist the lure of life on der and the woman be prosecuted for Wm. Bauwkamp; In 1913 by Wm.
'“Each shell costs $2,500. What It

&

C.

Rudolph

son;;

Low Round Trip fares in effect
Writd today for full information.
J. r.

OOVAM, Oosorol Altai. D«pt. D* 108 W. AIum St. Chlc*|*

Tho McLachlan

Business University offers this education.Stenotypy, Shorthand,

Salesmanship,Bookkeeping,Higher Accounting, Commercial Mathematics,Busi-

new Law,

Business Correspondence and Business Methods are what f

on need.

Our Students Win
in the exacting battle of businesslife.

We

place more Bookkeepers and

Stenographersannuallythan any other two business schools in Central, Western
or Northern Michigan combined. Let us mail you the proof.

Catalog froo.

McLachlan
110-118 1*ear I

“Business University
Street

Grand Rapids, Mich.

fort.’ ’

—

rOVERCOATS

VTUABAIVTEED

ALL

WOOL

restless as

soon as there was a stir among the
boats In the river each spring. He’d
go down and watch them being

, A great buying opportunity is here offered you. All our
brand new stock of up-to-date Overcoats, including fur and

fit-

ted out; then he was off.
“I used to ask him what he gained by the awful risks he took, and

he’d say, ’Think of the fun we

v

fur lined coats are going

to

,

have.’ ”

According to C. L. Hill, a representative of the

Edward Hines Lum-

go at

ber company, owners of the three,
boats, all the bodies recovered were

from the steamer. The Curtis carried a crew of 14, including two wo-

men cooks. The bodies were taken
to Seney yesterday.

As time allows a study of the

sit-

uation, It Is believed the Peterson
and Curtis were the first to succumb
to the storm. Wreckage from those

%

On

Overcoats— odds and ends— but excellent
values, we will have the biggest sale ever heard of in Holall

our

land. We

othter

will sell these at

from

boats is piled 20 feet high along the

shore and among this tangled mass

25$ to 50$

were found more than half the bodies recovered.

off

Chaa. Nelson and Glen Campbell
reached shore alive, but died later
from exhaustion afid exposure. The
others were drowned.
Campbell and Nelson climbed up
an embankment 20

feet high. Campwas found half way down, hav
Ing slipped back Just as he reached
the top. Nelson made a plucky fight
for life, walking and crawling four
miles until he reached th4 Grand
Marais breakwaters. Here his body
was found face down with oil slick-

bell

ers pulled over tys head, his arms
outstretchedIn an effort to get up

Don’t wait for any other special sales in this

town.

Wfe

mean every word of this ado. and will back up every statement We make. We will not be undersold by any other

Michigan. Come and see our goods and
convinced. Bargains in many other goods.

competitor

and be

Special:

in

We

hear so

one

at

much
$9.

of

$10.

00

prices

Suits. Let us show you

75 that has them all beat

the breakwater.

When

the Marvin broke away from

the others she drifted south and the

wreckage from this barge still Is
coming ashore 40 miles from Grand
Marais between Two Hearts rive?
and Crisp point. As yet no bodies
have been found In that neighborhood. A1 search has been abandoned for the present A northwest gale
with snow, Is raging and llfesavers
find it Impossible to work In the
storm which here sweeps fiercely

*

across Lake Superior.

Ladies high cut hlack shoes at great reduction. All ladies tan shoes such
as uRed Cross” and “Dorothy Dodd” at just one-half price.

The Lokker-Rutgers Co.
39-41 East Eighth Street

The steamer Curtin was owned by
the Hamilton Lumber Co., of Douglas.

.:'vf

PAGE POUR
“MIND!” —

AN ANECDOTE OP THE
NORTH SEA

Holland City

CHAS. K. HOYT ADDRESSES

A

MUSKEGON SPORTSMEN ON
THE PRESENT CONDITIONS OP MICHIGAN GAME

Scotch Trawler Strikes A German
Mine In T1»e North Sea And Is
Lost. A Writer For The GlasNo More Deer In The North Woods
gow Weekly Herald Records
Within Ten Yean
The Incident In Anecdote, Including The
"In ten year’s time there will not
Captain's Combe enough deer in the north woods
ment
to make It worth while for sportsmen to go deer hunting.”
Crystallizing incident as the clneo
60 declared State Game Warden
jnatograph film registers the whirl Chas. K. Hoyt of Grand Haven in an

News
PLACE

MEN COMB

should pledge himself to report all
Grenade Wrecks His Machine
AUTHORITIES
STATE- HOLLAND
RACK
violations coming under his observa"Then suddenly before me, a yel- WIDE QUARANTINE ON THAT
WITH
SIX DEER AFTER
tion to the game and flah department low-white burst of flame made the
AN ADVENTUROUS
It should bo placed In the by-daws of machine bound upward. At the same
AND BUTTERMILK
TRIP.
the organization. I believe that the time the major shrinks together,
game and fish are placed with us as blood running from his ah'oulder; the
A statewide quarantine has been
a trust and it is our duty to future wiring of one of the wings was shat
CorneliusZeedyk, of Jenlson Park
placed upon the skimmed milk and
generationsto see that the trust is tared. To be sure, the motor still
Harry
Knlpe of this city and A. H.
buttermilk
of
all
creameries
as
a
reno misplaced."
booms and thunders as before, but
Mattlson
of VirginiaPark, returned
sult
of
the
spread
of
foot
and
mouth
At the close Congressman Mc- the propeller falls. An explod ng
Monday night from the north woods
Laughlin made a few brief remarks French grenade had knocked It to disease.
on the work of the U. 8. government pieces, torn one of the wings to
U. G. Houk, U. S. inspectorin where they spent some weeks huntshreds and smashed the n«Jor’s
for the State game departments.
charge, W. R. Harper, secretaryof ing deer. The local party of three seo
shoulder. Steeply my machine sinks
the Michigan Livestock Sanitary cured the limit number of deer, esfth
the ground.
GERMAN BIRDMAN RATTLES 2 to "When
I awake from my uncon- commission, and J. H. Skinner, the having bagged two. They already

-

-

'

ALOFT
sciousnessI find Major G. lying be- county agriculturist, met in Grand had the limit about a week ago, but
or motion, it is anecdote and not bis address given at the first annual ban
tory that probes below the surface quet of the Muskegon County Game Machine is Wrecked by Bomb After side me on the ground In the midst Rapids yesterday to consider
,now waB 80 deeP tlut
imof a group of landwehr men, German
and finds the personal equation be- and Fish ProtectiveAssociationat
possible
for
them
to
leave
camp
for
needs of the occasion. Dr. Houck deHe Is Victorious
outposts.
hind the marshallingof events.
ArebeltorHall Wednesday evening,
home.
"Major G's Injury made It neces- clared that at least 70 per cent of
IS FLYING ABOVE PARIS
This war in Europe Is a remote when over 400 sportsmen in the city
Zeedyk’s two deer weighed 312
enough thing to most of us now and interested in the movement undertak First One And Then Second French sary to transfer him to a field nos- the spread of the disease has been
pltal. I, however, had only suffered
then in illuminatingflashes does an- en, gathered to partake of a big feast
due to Infected skimmed milk going pounds, Knlpe’s 310, and Mattison's
Machine Pursue Flier— It Falls
a bruise on my leg.”
ecdote or story come to penetrate of wild game which had been preout of the creameries and back to 320 pounds.
In German Lines
o
the vapor blanket of generality pared for them.
the fgrms to be fed to the cattle and
WANTS
HIS
SUGAR
BEET
PLANT
Their party wjw in camp 25 miles
which obscures the caldron beneath
The game warden said: "Great NEW YORK, Nov. 25— One of the
ASSESSED AS JUNI^
hogs. That waa what caused the from a railroad station and they exwhich Mars stirs and blows his Are. changes have taken place, in Michi- most thrillingaccounts of the perils
So we quote the following frog- gan during the past 50 years. This of a military air scout is given in the Bay City Man’s Attorneys Tell Wis- trouble In Berrien county and he perienced great difficultymaking
consin's Tax Board Demomen which the Weekly Herald of
Berliner Tageblatt, a copy of which
said that Is what has caused the new their way back through the deep
crats Killed Industry
Glasgow, Scotland, snatches from State abounded in rich timber tracts has been received. A Gen. an aviator
outbreak near Holland,
and
ore
mines.
You
have
seen
the
snow. They declare that the snow is
the rack of events and passes on for
Milwaukee, Wis., Nov. 26 — Be-,
timber disappear before the axe of relates a vivid tale of a flight over
j
As a result of this conferenceand so deep that many a hunter kills hfe
ns under the caption of "Mined:”
Paris, during which he was pursued caul) his sugar beet factory at Janes'
The little travler was snoring the lumbrm&n who converted It into by two French aeroplanes,wrecking ville, Wis., was put out of business the strong representationsmado by deer with an ax and does not need
through the calm water back to immense fortunes. You have seen one in on air battle and escaping the by the Underwood tariff. Captain J. Dr. Houck It was decided that the
to use his gun, because the animals
Grimsby with a hold full of fish. To ore mined in Immense quantities and other by sailing into a bans of H. Davidson, Bay City, Mich.,'
state livestock sanitarycommission get stuck In the snow. They solemnthe east the first sign of day was you have seen the streams harnessed douds through a bail of French bul- through his attorneys, before the
and the state dairy and food depart- ly vouch for this part of the story of
visible in the paler blue of the slcy to power by great manufacturing in- lets.
tax board today demanded that the
along the horizon. In the fo’c'sle dustries,not for fair competition, but
ment sbould co-operate to place a their adventures.
His machine was hit many times closed factory be assessed as Junk,
three men lay stretched on their so as to gain complete control of
rigid regulation upon the creameries
and wos finallystruck by a shell in. and not at $50,000.
bunks in the deepest sleep, worn power.
midair, when it fell crashing Into! The attorneys for Captain David- which will prevent them from sendout by the hard work of their callson declared that the plant is fdle ing out any skimmed or buttermilk SHERIFF DYKHU18 SAYS DEER
“What has been true of the State’s the trees of a forest.
ing. A fourth was sitting up, and
ARE GETTING SCARCE
natural resources has been, and will
After describing the flight to with no prospects of reopening by the aid of a small lamp turned be, true of the game in the State. parj8 with a German major as an
Officials of the Wisconsin Sugar to the farms until the epidemic of
low for he shipmates sakes, pored
company at Waukesha declare It Is foot and mouth disease has been
Michigan some years ago abounded observer the aviator’s story runs:
Sheriff Dykhuis of the Newberry*
over a newspaper he had borrowed
in elk, moose and caribou. They have "For nearly an hour we had been doubtful whether Wisconsin plant- stamped out In Michigan. The quarfrom the skipper.
deer
camp, arrived home Sunday
all disappeared before the marks- flying In swoops and had been shot ers of sugar beets will continue In antine Is to cover the entire state and
"From aft there came the rhythmmanship of the sportsmen of the at vainly from here and there below the Industry even with the advance the two state departments will see to evening with no trophy of the hunt, /
ic thud of the propeller, with an inIn _price and scarcity of the product
State. In the fall of the year great us, when there approachedIs
and says that the deer are far scartermittent clanking from the rudde
clouds of pigeon used to darken the tremely rapid flight from the dlrec* due to the European war, unless It that it is enforced.
cer this year, than at any former
chains as the hand on the bridge
sky and obscured the sun. With the tlon of Juvissy a French monoplane. President Wilson gives some assurspun the wheel. Underneath him he
times accordingto the hunters in the
dying of a pigeon in a Ohio museum Since It was much faster than my nnce that the free sugar clause of ROBES STOLEN WHILE
could hear the steady drone of the
north woods.
two months ago, there Is not now biplane, I must turn and seek to es- the Underwood bill will be repealed,
OWNERS ARE IN CHURCH
trawler’s forefoot sliding through
living, one known pigeon In this cape, while the major made ready They, declare Wisconsin cannot
Jack Boes, of Spring Lake, was
the oily waves.
. j my rifle and reached for his revol- grow beets under free trade.
one of the party who lost his way In
"He was reading of the great war
Allegan, Nov. 24 — Cold winds
•The greyllng In the streams have ver.
and a certain paragraph had coma big swamp and spent the night
STUDENT
TROUBLE
HOPE
proved
very expensiveto several per
disappeared.
These
were
replaced
by
Opens Battle on a Second
pelled his attention. It dealt with tue
trying to find his way out The next
sons In Allegan county Sunday night.
enemy’s broadcast sowing of mines the brook trout, which is now rapidCOLLEGE IS SETTLED
’The monoplane came steadily
day he was found wandering not far *
In the North sea, and the subsequent ly disappearing, and which In tu;». ci01er and clcer. I .ought to reach
While attending church a buffalo
Is being replacedby the steel bead
from headquarters. The night wai
deetrucUm of peaceful shipping.
the protecting clouds, but my purStudent trouble was settled at robe valued at $76 was stolen from an unusually mild one, and he was
"Jove,’ he thought, "If a mine can or rainbow trout, as It Is called.
suer climbed more rapidly and cami
"Under the protective
sink a battleship, what would hapHope college Monday when Julius the rig of J. K. Barden at Pullman. none the worse for his experiences
always cloeer.
prairie
chicken,
which
a
short
time
pen to the like of us if we struck
Gebbard, Anthony Englesmanand P. Another buffalo and a wolf robe were except for the fatigue of his continago were practicallyexterminated "Suddenly I saw at a distanceof
one?’
about 500 meters a second biplane V. Oilmans of the ’B' signed a stolen from other parties at the same uous walking.
"He sat and prondered over this are again to be found. There are attempting to block my way
ime. At Glen a new harness was
pledge promising to support the adfor a while, till finally, comforted by probably two dozen counties In the
The hunters In the north say there
“Now It was time to act. 1 darted
taken
from a horse and s robe and
State
now
where
there
are
prairie
the reflectionthat they wouldn’t put
at the flyer before us. then a turn ministration, aubmitted by President
are more than ten thousand of thewhip also carried off from the same
their mines so far west as he was, chickens and they are Increasing
— the major raised a rifle to his Venaema and were reinstated and P.
nimrods and that In some localities
rapidly. The quail so susceptible to
he rose to put out the light.
buggy.
cheek.
Once,
twice,
thrice
be
fired.
Koppenaal,
C.
Heemstra,
C.
Staplewhere they are so thickly stationed,
"There came a sudden answer to the cold and which some believe
o
and T. Prins of the
their scarcity, due to hard winters, Then the hostile machine now
his question.
the accidents and fatalitiesare numSocial
Progress
Club
Meets
at
Home
side us and hardly 100 meters
_ _
"The planking beneath his feet are also Increasing.These are pro- quivered and fell like a stone. Our ‘A’ class were reinstated after comerous. Sheriff Dykhuis states that
of Mr. and Mrs. D. Ten Cate
shot up, and he propelled througu tected until 1917 and barring severe other pursuer had meantime reach- ing to an agreement with the college
nearly every boat across the straits
cold
spells,
it
Is
probable
that
they
the fo’c’sle hatch into the stump
In Regular Session
ed a position almost over us ana wae authorities.The 'A' class removed
brought the body of somq unfortunof the mast, agony in his ears from also will be plentiful by the time the
the vibration of an explosion $o loud protection Is lifted."
ate hunter.
hune^ftruc^n'the
The Social Progress Club met Moq
that he heard no actual sound. Hf
The speaker went on to tell of the side the fuel controller. Then, how- chapel Mond.y afternoon.
day at the home of Att. and Mrs.
ran alft down the deck, and as he squirrel, fox and grey, and other
ever, Impenetrable mist enfolded
Some excitement was caused In Daniel Ten Cate. The members reran the level changed till he was gamo protectedby law. He made an
chapel Friday morning when Presi- sponded to roll call by speaking on
cunning up a steek slope. Clutching earnest plea for the abolishment of protect!
"When we came out again
rr^.r.rt * M no-u.p
hold of a stanchion he looked back the spear in all waters In Michigan the sea of clouds we descended.butident Vennema ordered J. M. Dosker. the theme "My Favorite Book." All
and saw the fore part of the ship stating that it should be made a mis- suddenly there began to buret be- the yell master to leave the college kinds of favorite^ were played, from
blown to ribbons, and the sea all demeanor for any person caught in
fore us, behind us and beside utf, premises for ’ceding in class yelling "Robinson Crusoe" to a bank bemk.
S
round mottled with falling debris. proximity to a body of water with a
roaring shrapnellshells 1 found my-!tfter the fgcuity ha<i taken their A special committee, recently apAs he looked, the ship slid down spear.
self still always over hostile
wrb Rnsnondtill he could hear the propeller
pointed for the purpose of bringing
In speaking of the growing feel- t«ons and exposed to French
^rIday
All old and
thrashing round half out of water. ing of harmony between game warto the attention of the club matters
Even madder grew the fire. I noticeded with the men of the 'A'
*A arid
Then it stopped, and he knew that dens and sportsmen,Mr. Hoyt conthe machine received blow after classes hut In the afternoon he was of local interest for discussionand
the engineer at least was still alive. cluded: "I believe that ewery memSubscribers to tbe
blow, but held cold-bloodedlyto my reinstated.
possible subsequent action, brought
The friend at the wheel was lying ber of an association of this nature
course
over It.
up the question Monday night as to
“Then the ship sank, and he found
whether or not it. Is advisablethat
himself and the engineer in the sea,
and Individual prosperity,as so often the present censorship of motion picswimming with the skipper betwp''
Implied, Is to overlook the greater tures in Holland shall be continued.
them. The trawler’s boat appeared
causes
of gratitude.Every now and Various members of the club gave
quite ploee, and providentially right
then
pathetic
Instances bring out the
side up, so they helped the skipper
various views, but the discussion was
heartfelt expression that "If one has
In and baled her dry. Down to the
not finished because one' of the memhealth he has everything.”Position
south they could see another trawler
bers
will present a paper on "Motion
and possessions count for little comsteaming fast to their rescue, alarm
pared to the simple retention of Pictures” at a future meeting.
ed by the explosion. As the sun came
up the skipper broke his silence.Hr
health. So, If a man or woman today,
"Social Tendencies In Modern Enturned to the east and solemnly
unblessed by possession of the wealth glish Fiction”, was discussed In a pashook hs fist at an nviaible foe, ’You
or prosperity they think they ought per presented by Arnold Mulder.
swine!' he muttered.”
to have, will ponder upon the blessThat works of fiction as great as
ing of health or upon the preservation of the lives and health of those those that have become classics are
HOW THE DUTCH WOULD FIGHT
can get the
near and dear to them throughoutthe being written today was one of the
year they must find deeper cause for assertions made, and that hence presfor one year and get
Should the Dutch, like the Belthanksgiving than any mere IncreHE old-time spirit of From north and from eouth, come the pil- ment in material things. This Is the ent-day novelists, especially of Enggians, be called upon to resist a
land, are worthy of careful study.
grim and guest.
Thanksgiving. “Ah,
violation of their neutrality, Jhey
true reverence, the genuine spirit of
When
the gray-haired New Englander
The paper further aimed to show
those were good old
would, while calling upon their
thanksgiving.
seea round his board,
that most great Action mirrors life
days!* This, with The old broken links of affection reemail army of 125,000 men, rely to
But in expressing this spirit In
stored.
reminiscent sadness.
a great extent on "General Dyke.”
thankglvlng
services,In gladness and not only, being a kind of index ot
When the care-wearied man seeks his
In other words, they would repel
If there was not s lurkfeasting,It must not be forgotten that the great social movement in society
mother once more,
the invader by flooding the country
ing sentiment for the And the worn matron smiles where the the true thanksgiving must come from
today, but crystallzes social thought
inundating the fields to a depth of
splendor of good-felgirl smiled before.
the heart, and will find Its fullest ex- and advances social movements. The
between one and two feet, thus mak loWlhJji,for the charm of simplicity
This was the spirit of old-time pressionIn kindly act. In consideraone of these
growth of the democratic spirit, as
ing a morass Impassable to an en- and the peace that comes from a con- Thanksgiving.
tion of those less fortunate and In asemy’s troops.
manifested In one way in political
tented heart, that marked the old-time
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Holland Is not only flat hut in
some places it is hollow. Fields and
meadows are ten or twelve feet and
sometimes more below the level of
the water, salt or otherwise. Consequently the land has to be protected
by embankments or dykes, the tops
of whkh, being broad and flat, are
used for carriage roads and footpaths. The network of canals is
unique.
The dykes are skillfullyconstructed, and should occasion arise some
300 square miles could be flooded at
a fairly uniform depth, not sufficient to float boats but enough to
make the country impassableto the
enemy’s troops. Holland’s fortified
positions and garrisonsare so situated that they would be behind the
flooded 4rea, and if by any chance
the Dutch were driven back from
their water line the final stand
would be made before Amsterdam,
which, by reason of Its encircling
forts and the advantages of its positions on the water, is one of the
strongest military positions in the

worm.

The

last occasion on which the
to Inundate
their county to quell an Invader was
In 1672, when a French army was effectually barred ’ by this unique
method of warfare. When the frpst
came and the water of the artificial
lakes froze, the invaders thought
that the Dutch were deliveredInto
their hands, but a lucay tuaw^&me
and the Invaders narowly escaped

Dutch were compelled

Thanksgiving:there would be no regrai dor the good old days that are
*ona. Bat why can’t they be conjured hack again that we might cher-

STUCK UP

Mh

the pmerons spirit of that household festival?

R Is the character at the day that
we would hare hack again— the aftermath of the harvest, with its spirit
of Jnyrwwai. the bounteous feast
gathering tngMhar the family, mskfag
sacred the beauty of home ties
In old Haw England a bustle of
pregwitlf began long before the tppcftntad day. As turkey, strutting In
haughty disregardof Us fate, waa
waftdhadwUfc furtive eyes sod fed
with Qhcni care. The pumpkins were
gathered and hj with faces upturned
Id the

son.

Vegstahlea, fndta, nuts,

dtroa were heaped In plenty upon the pantry shelf. And within,
the bam waa aglow in joyfnl antkl>
patina of the comlBg guests— a true

raisins and

fc>M*i»Hty. not an elaborate as It

was

hannllfiJand net eo hcrarionaaa
hwihhfni, hat replete with a rare
Gse! Ain’t he proud? _ Seems like
bTadftnaai sad grata
And ulna the feast was over, sad he knows he’s goin' to be et by our
minister tomorrow!
Che kmg afternoon of sport sad
was spent, and the ihadows of evening dosed round, the great saaem- TRUE SPIRIT OF THE SEASON
Uage crowded about t?|e huge Arepface. How gayly the popcorn splat- Thanksgiving Should Find Its Bset
tered, how dear was the elder iwnod
Expression In the Doing of Some
roond! Hearts omflowtag with jet
Kindly Act
Qly and gratitude hurst Into song:
To limit reasons tor thankfulness to
AX ea Tbaak^Svtngdsy, wbea turn eras
and fnmi was.
*f* BMtortal abundancs,to national

sisting to make others equally thankful. The thankfulness that la limited democracy, was shown to have been
to self is ungracious and unworthy. mirrored in and advanced by the lit-

Aluminum Sets

Yet even in temporal affairs the na- erature of England and America. 81m
a whole has cause for grati- llarly the various social movements of
tude. No country has been more the present day were shown to be reblessed with abundance of crops. Inflected In Action not only, but also
tion as

dustrial

and commerdal

conditions

are normal. We have been spared helped along and advanced by it. The
from any great disasters. As a na- general movement of social service,
tion we are at peace with the world. the feministmovement, the emanci-

The census shows

a

splendid pation from false sex prudery, the
growth. %We face the future not only anti-milltarlstlcmovement, the labor
with confidence but enthusiasm.
movement, and to on, — all of these
First American Thanksgiving.

were shown to have been exploited
in Action and tq have been aided by

We have come to look upon Thanksgiving day as one of feasting and it That Action is worthy of
pleasure. It may differ from that of the serious attention of. the serour grandslres, but it’s not so very ious man who wishes to keep in vital

eonsiiiing of Sah and Pepper
far from the customs of the pilgrim touch with the great intellectual,
Shaken and Tooth Pick Holder
fathers who first Institutedthe custom
moral and social movementsof today
In New England. Did you ever have
was the general conclusion drawn
an account of the first American
from
the argument.
They can’t fall over but always rethanksgiving? The Puritans were acA
spirited
discussion
by
the
memcustomed to somber religious observmain right side up

new world
began to change the method of giving
thanks. The transition was gradual,
but occasionally the unexpected was
thrust upon them In a very positive
way.
ances, but the spirit of a

bers of the club followedthe reading
of the paper, both in defense of and
dissent

you always
Salt and

will notice that
run short of

questions

Pepper Shakers

raised. Att. F. T. Miles read the concluding chapter of a detective story,

the
ThanksgivingIn the South.

from some of the

You

first chapter

of wlhch was writ-

Get Aietfcer
at the

ten by Att. D. Ten Cate.
Affm bra

News
tki

Office

Istewks Vritkg Ststfw

Until the middle of the past century
The Krupp company has Increased
Thanksgivingwas practicallyunits capital from 70,000,000 marks
known In the South. In Virginia the
to 250,000,000 marks. Incidentally
first Thanksgiving proclamationwaa
Or. Bell's AntisepticSalve
we may add that the trenches are
Issued by Governor Wise in 11*7,
Good for all Skin Pinsstt
also filled with marks.

Holland City

E.

PACK flVK

News

Henry V.
Btegeman, who ! The first of the deer hunters from me, mum, but Jimmie told
taught for two years In the Mission this city has returned from the north »J®ut the letters. Su™

two

House at German Valley, entertain- 'woods and he is now displaying
•d several of his former students, large deer, together weighing over
who are now attending the’ college 400 pounds at the J. P. Huyseh Meat
AU. W. 0. Van Byek wai

‘D’all

Market In River

In Zea- and seminary.

got

“s

On account of

the epidemic of dip* •cher died at the

The footba11

y*rJ

home

of his daugh-

theria that Is spreadingthrough Zee- ter In Montana while on a visit there.

an’ ’Ds’ ,an,,’ lhe Hope Col,e*e aothor‘t,ea His home during the past few yean
have forbiddenthe students from has been In Forestburg,South DaZeeland to go back and forth from
er

kota.

lTery monti,

avenue.

me

’

leam ,8 becom,n* their homes to the college by interur- The deceased was a graduate of
^^ol^now Tnpro ban 48 ,s the,r cu*tora’ 11 ,a feare(< Hope College, and for some fifteen

Gerrit B. Lemmen lives on R. F.
The
First Reformed church of (D. No. 10. He says that conditionspJatto^Tor Thursday’s game. The th>t the *t«dent8 in traveling bad; or twenty years he was engaged in
in
Jamestownhas extendeda call to the in the north woods are good for hunt- high school team is bound to show and forth to Zeeland will carry the charity organixationwork in ChicaChicago Friday on buBinesa.
Rev J. Vnn Westenberg, classical Ing. At least Mr. Lemmen did not the aiumnl that the record of the disease into the College. During the go and other places. He was the
Mr. Harry Hoff of Holland will
missionary of the Reformed church have much trouble in bagging his
(eam has not decreased slnt) Thanksgiving vacation the Zeelana author of a Handbook of Charltlee,
he here to have charge of the thankistudents will very probably make ar- a work that has often been used In
giving Berrice at Allegan in the Ad- in Western Michigan. Mr. Van Wes- lotted share. One large buck weigh- th$y left school,
rangements to remain In Holland Chicago 'University as a book of ref_o_
ventist Church. Mr. Hoff is an able tenberg was formerly pastor of the ing over 250 is on display in front
On . Friday morning Secretary until after the epidemic In Zeeland erence on Chicago charities. His
speaker,having been here before in (Second Reformed church of James- the Huyser Meat
the Reformed Mission.— Allegan town.
Moody of the Y. M. C. A. and Dick has been checked.
last years were spent on bis farm IB
Gasette.
It is not very often that an alder- nieniber of the Board of DiSouth Dakota. The deceased was IS
Mr. and Mrs. H. Houding who were .
,
, . „ .
Last Wednesday evening, a jolly
man finds occasion to make use of rec^ora wiu accompany the following
years old, and he leaves a widow
staying with the latter’s father,
Huyaer. John Bush and
the special police star given him Ten0W8 to Ann Arbor, where they group of Senior boys invited a numand eight children.
Kaslander, have removed toi Hoi- Gerrit and John Lemmon have rewhen he Uke office, but Saturday wJ11 attend the nth Older Boy’.* ber of girls to an Informal dinner
Mr. Vlssriier often visited In Holland./ Mrs. A. Van Herwynen,Mrs. 'turned from Schoolcraft county
H. Wever, Mrs. Wm. Borst, Sr, Mta. where
tlme ,jeer night Bert SJagh thought the occa-iConferenceof the 8tate o( Michigan. party. They chose a most appro- land. Last winter he spent some
sion demanded it when Jim Blake Thoge wh(J wlll attcn(i 'are Edgar priate place to let go th^Jr W' tjme
G. De Groot and Mrs. C Den Herder
j
on b|8
fr(>m
wer, eater t&lned «t the home ot h“nlln‘,hree dee'’ came into his store in an intoxicated KUnptonf John Po8t( j0hn Schmid, spirits for the Bayvlew Hotel ai
Europe.
Mrs. D. Tanis on last Friday after- one of which was bagged by Mr.
condition and asked for ten cents.— Dan Den Uyl> Qordon oitmans. Bert Macatawa Park was quite a breexp
noon in honor of Mrs. A. De Vree of Huyser. * It was Huyser’s first exlively time followed. Slagh called yan Ark Jameg Van Ark| Albert point on that wintry night. But
LOCAL LODGE WILL EQUIP THE
Holland. Mrs. A. De Vree of Hoi- pertence In hunting deer and he Is
the police and as he did so bis Vanslow, Jake Fris, George Harm breexe or no breeze, It made no dlffcrland spent a week at the Jiome of he* .
.
ROOMS FOR SOCIAL ACTIVIcouetn, Mr.. D. Teni., She le»t Setor- onl:r
old'
man started to leave the store. Slagh sen. Henry Vander Schel, GusUve Do once. The flurries of snow
snow only
TIES OF MEMBERS.
day for a visit at the home of her
chased him down the street and Vries, James Van Ry, Elwood Geegh, added to their zest and dared tnera
Friday night Mies Cora Schaftenar
children. Mr. and Mrs. B. Schermer.
caugh him by the collar but this did Percy Osborn, Paul McLean, Louis on. The "eats," the weather, every
— Forest Grove Cor.
gave a linen shower in honor of
Committee of Ten Now Busy Colnot stop the knight of the road, who Den Uyl, Marius De Fouw and Simon thing was in their favor. Is there
Miss Jennie Boyenga. Prizes were
led ing the Funds For
a little twisting and squldmlng Den Uyl. The Conference will last any doubt as to the happy result
won by Miss Rolena Brink and Mrs.
wriggled out of his coat and left the over Sunday and on Monday the of such a party?
17118 Purpose.
Q. Boyenga.
alderman with the coat In his hand. delegationwill go to Detroit where
Every senior that alteuded the
A new departurehas been decided
The Infant child of Mr. and Mrs. However, Mr. Slagh caught him they will visit the plant of the Ford
again. But this time the alderman Motor Car Co., and Detroit Central senior class supper Frday evening upon by the Knights of Pythias lodge
Cornelius Dykema died Friday afcertainlyenj •':?«] himself,
found himself In a* more desperate
upp,'r|whjChwill make that organization
High school and the Adams Avenue
ternoon at their home on the North
was served oy the Woman’s Home
The Ladles Aid society of Hope
position. Blake’s partner, who gave
mean a great deal more to Us memHolland road. The funeral was held
Branch of the Y. M. C. A.
Missionary soo'ety of the Methodist
church will hold their annual bathe name of Frank Wilson this
bers as far as social enjoyment Is con-

land yesterday.
Attorney George E. Kollen wai
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zaar and supper in the church par-

Saturday afternoonfrom the home.

morning, stepped In to rescue Blake

o.

church In the Domestic Science par-

cerned. Funds are being collected
HOPE COLLEGE
lors of the Hljh scnool. Mr. Gordon
The Willing Workers, girls’ so- from the alderman. Just at that
now for the purpose of adding the
Material for fire escapes for Van
Oitmans, class president, acted os
ciety of' the Fourth. Reformer. time Deputy Sheriff H. Harrington Raalte Memorial Hall has arrived on|
features of a club to the activitiesof
as toastmaster.The following toasts
.»d useful Christmas presents
(We t ThtnkB(!iy,ngen. stepped off an Interurban car, seethe lodge. A committee of ten boostthe campus. were give: G. DeWItt, "Value of Sohe on sale In the booth, that will be tert>lnmnt on Tbur((Iiy A ing the trouble he took a hand In It
ing members has been appointed for
Several of the ladies of the Facul-lclablllty’’;Elmoro Kruldenler, "LaTCry good program has been provid and the men were lodged In the city
this purpose. The committee will soThanksgiving Program was edt consisting of fine music, dialogs all. Monday Jim Blake was given ly spent Thursday afternoon with dies’’; Carrol Van Ark, "O Rais’ licit the funds and make all the neMiss Anna Lunberg, "The Star.
given by the Woman’s Literary club and recitations.The public is cor- 15 days by Justice Sooy and Wilson Mrs. Me Creary.
cessary arrangements.
Short talks were given by Miss Masat their regular meeting yesterday. d|aiiy invited to attend. The pro- was given 30 days by Justice Miles.
Mr. John Vander Broek wa3|teni the class patron, and Mr. Drew, Additionalrooms will be secured
The following numbers will be glv- gram 8tarts at 7:30. The collection Wilson received the heavier sentence
which are to be fully equipped with
called to Grand Rapids last Tuesday
8Upper ajj wcnt down to the
en: Roll call— Thanksgiving Sentl- that well be taken will go towards because he had made the most re
all the appratus usually found In
to attend a
gymnasium and enjoyed games.
ments; "Philanthropists,’'In charge a new organ,
lodge club houses, such as pool taslstence.
of Mrs. Blekklnk; "Thanksgiving
Workmen are busily engaged
Saturday evening the dormitory bles, billiard tables, places for varHymn,” (Fannie Crodby), Mrs Bal- The secretaryof state is sending
putting a new top on a chimney on|g|rig0f Hope college held a recep- ious other games, probably shower
lors on the afternoon and._£venlng
of December 4. All kindfe of fancy

will
conducted.
A

goyan; "A

Thadksgiving

Mrs. J. A. Vander Veen;

•

auomoblle license application blanks
Re- to all chief of police in the state.

Story. rA

Critic’s

This will enable the auto owners of

port.

Miss Jeanette Henrietta Karaten the different cities to secure blanks
of West Sixteenthstreet Saturuday without writing to Lansing for them
afternoon entertained a party of her The blanks are also furnishedto

[MM

all

funeral.
m

Voorhees dormitory. The top blew

olf |(ion In

storm.

a recent wind

clety in

I

honor of the c0smopollUn.so |1)aths •etc- The p,ftn• ,n a nutBh,“n'
Voorhees hall. The reception is to conduct a place that will give

room was gayly adorned with ban* lhe members all the advantages for
Dr. A. Leenhoutaaddressed the
physical and educationwork that are
Student Prohibition cl... ot Hopei"""' »"d Pe""‘"t8' *"d. P1"™’ »' usually found In the average Y. M.
all descriptions.The following procollege this .afternoon, speaking on
C. A. building. While the club wilt
and Mental gram was rendered:piano duet, "The
the subject "Alcohol,
begin on a comparatively small:
Myrtles" by the Misses Poppen; vlo-l
Diseases.”
lln solo, Harriet Baker; reading,8cale’ the p,an 18 to branch
I

her fifth birth- dealers and manufacturers. The deday anniversary.Refreshments were partment has assigneda large num
little friends, It being

served and general good time en-

her. of licenses thus far. Rep. W. A.
Miss Nina Llndeman and Mis* I'The Telephone Call," Miss Schuur- ^nuft^5r*
Joyed. Congratulationsfrom Grand Marti of Detroit secured the much
The freshman class presented the Hazel elements, both of last year’s mans; vocal solo, "The Swallows” 8tate o^101818 °r ,,|p KnlKht8 of
Rapids and Holland were numerous, coveted No. 1. The licenses will be high school with two double-facedclass, spent Sunday In the city and Miss Henrietta Van Zee; piano solo, Pjrthln8 an‘ ln favor of havln* #ac,a
Miss Karsten was presented with sent out Dec. 15.
Columbia records,entitled, "Moun- were In their former places in the |"Dramatlc Waltz" from the "Etude," organ,*R,lonln tl',‘ Ktato a,m to own
many beautiful remembrances of the
tain High," vocal solo, sung by society halls on Friday evening.
Mlsz Florence Strunk*. Refresh- its own building and to add theao
Frank
Kulte,
convicted
of
chicken
occasion.
Keefe, "The StrollingYodler,” by
ments were served. All the "Cosmos" features which (he Holland lodge will
stealing in the last term of circuit Keefe; "The Magpie and the Parrot,’’
Mrs. A. Vlsscher entertainedthe
soon add. In some places the clubs
reported an extra fine time.
court, and sentencedto Jackson pen- by Princess Orchestra and "The lady members of the faculty with a
already own buildings, and It will b«
itentiary for a period from two to Broken-Hearted Sparrow," by. the tea at her home, Friday afternoon. Who dares to say the Dormitory the aim ot the Knights of Pythias
five years, was taken to that InstituThe most delicious refreshments girls cannot make fun on Saturday I here also eventuallyto own a club
Princess Orchestra
tion Friday afternoon by Deputy
were
| nights? Ask the Cosmopolitan so- house of their own. For the present
Del Fortney. When sentenced Kulto
A surprise awaited the students ol
ciety! Last Saturday evening, Mrs. however they will rent additional
asked for a new trial on the grounds the high school Monday. Upon
The five Hope college students! DUrfee and the Dormitory girls en- rooms to take care of the new a>
that he had found new evidence of entering the auditorium they found who hoisted the "A" class banner to terta|ned the Cosmopolitan society In tlvlties of the organization.
his innocence. He made no effort to the stage decked with a beautiful
the top of the chapel tower last week the reception hall. This was an
o•

|

I

!

LOOl p.

served.

urn

in- -

he
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take the matter up with an attorney green velours curtain. This is to be
removed it Monday afternoon,formal affair, and informality always DR. GODFREY
ZEELAND
Mix Grace BradwnM of Jenleon (|
by Judge Cros„
payed for by the entertainmentsgiv- Following this the claza carried me i gUaranfee8 a g00d time. Chafing
DIPHTHERIA
Park has accepted a position at the
en by the high school during the ladders through the businessstreets | dl8he8 were kopt busy and We,8h.
Quality Candy
The Quality Candy Shop has fitted year. The curtain ranks with any
amid much rejoicing.
rarebit seemed to be Just the thing |Adv|HOf, part.n(„ x«t To Allow Thc4r
ktiiAji “P * special parlor in the rear of theater curtain in the aveiagc writ
Hunter, from Allegan hll.cd Two
(he accommodatlon o(
wanted. A short program was given
Children to Do Much Out-of.
The first team basket ball squad o.
equipped theater.
foie. l».t week, the flr.t being
wi>h
The Misses Sara and Theodora Pop
Hope college was chosen Thursday
by Suel Hudson ot th. poetofTIce deTown Visiting at this Time
..
.....
pen rendered a piano duet. Harriet
The high school team is anxioui night by
M*t- M°ore “"'1<-p,‘l"lDakfrpIaycd a rtolln .olo; . r.ad|well fltte4 up and tbe uauai lunches to redeem the 6-0 defeat of last year
Stegenga. It consists of Smallegan,
• A vulcanizer liTbr. Heasley’s of-, will be served there that are to bo and is more than willing to play
flee In Zeeland axplodnd, causing had In other cities at many of the whether the weather Is good, ba&
Velde, Veenker and P. Stegeman.
ence Stronks rendered a piano solo.
vent a diphtheriaepidemic such as
damage to the extent of about $oU soda fountains.The Candy Shop has indifferent.
They will commence hard practice for|
Is prevalent In Zeeland at tbe present
had a fountain installedwhich is also
Tickets were on sale yesterday the first game with the Grand Rap-|
to $75.
and can be procured at the Van Tontime, according to Health Officer
ready for business.
Ids Bethanys on Dec. 4.
geren Cigar store and from tbe High
Godfrey. There is at present only
Sunday while the occupants were
Although unacucoessfulin getting school boys. This will be a benefit
one case of diphtheriaIn Holland,
In church the residence of John Dp
A large barrel of apples— Northern
and If proper precautionsare taken
Free, 2 21 "West 28th street was en- the privtlega of showing the photo- game for the High school team to Spies — came by parcels post to Miss
tered and about $32 was stolen. Theldrama "Creation” in Holland tbe enable the best football team that
the chances are very good for preG. Martin, Voorhees Hall, Iasi
money was In different parts of the, agents of the Ip ternatlonal Bible Stu- Holland High has had In years to
venting the disease from taking hold
Thursday afternoon. Miss Martin
have 'dents’ association were allowed
get
sweaters.
The
entire
proflte
of
hero. A stitch in time saves nine, is
house and the robber must
Issues a kind invitation to all appleopen the Staj theater in Allognn Sun- the game will be turned over to the
the idea of the local health officer.
searched the house to find It.
lovers to attend the apple feasts to
day night and feature their pictuies
General health conditions In Holland
high school team.
be held in her room every evening
According to reports from Zeeland
are rather exceptionally good at
at
10
P.
M.
until
the
apples
are
con-1
The Rev. E. J. Tuuk, pastor of the
The funeral of John Van Putten
today there are now fifteen cases of
No matter what the weather the
diptheriain the city. When the old Van Raalto church for three and Holland High School-Alumnigame
"C "’" Led tix years nod nine month,
are not exposed to diphtheriathere
school, were clo.ed last week thers one-half yearn, ho, declinedthe call will l>e played Thursday afternoonat lally
'held yesterday at
o’clock from
seems no reason why the city should
were only five canes, so that the epi- to the Second Chrl,tlan Reformed the 19th street athletic park. Altho
i.th®
hlB mother, 9 East IGtb
not escape entirely this year, think*
As a finale to the splendidrecital
domic ban spread rapidly since that church In Pateraon, N.
the alumni team is far from being given last Thursday evening by the street.
tbe health officer.
action wai
'«»rth rail Mr. 1 ouk ba, declined
a well-drilled machine, the last few faculty of the School of Music and
But the fact that there are some
Jane Plasman, formerly of thJs
within the past six month, the others
nights before the game are being of Expression, Professor Nykerk gave cityf d|ed at Kalamazoo at the age sixteen or seventeen capes In ZeeAllegan Gazette— Holland City is being Kalamaxoo, Burton Heights,
spent in practicing signals and fordelightful luncheon for the mem- Lf 41 year8> The funeral will Do land and more being added each day
trying to drive cheap inches away
Rapidfl and Oostburg. Wis.
mations in the gymnasium of ^
ifrom the salobns.Neighbor, better
bers of the faculty who assisted in beid at tbe bome 0[ Mrs Strowenjans constitutes a grave danger for Holthan this, addpt Allegan’amethod County School Commissioner N. R. High school and the team that goes
the program, and several others. The 213 west Tenth street, this city this hand. If the parents wlll co-operate
and drive the saloons from the
Stanton has landed two "big guns' up against the High school team will luncheon was given in the parlor of morning at 10:30 o'clock,
with tbe health authorities and not
lunches. What did she expect when
she permitted return of saloons— for his County institutesthat are to be a group of old time warriors, ant the dormitory.The informalityof
allow their children to go to Zeeland
that they would not adopt every pos- be held imthls city and in Grand Ha- a close game Is looked for. On ac
Mrs. Melissa Clone^ aged 68 year8|or Grand Rap|dl during the Thanksthe affair gave it the peculiar
.
th*
sible device to sell more Uquor?
ven in January.. The men assigned count of many of the fellows leaving which i. characteristic ot Professor H1"1 Thursday at 8:30 p. m. at the giving and Ch'totmas holdays,much
home of her daughter Mrs. William
^
fiy lcUlng tbe youot^
to Ottawa are the Hon. A. T. Cor- town and several others not willing Nykerk whenever he entertains.
The Modern Woddmen will hold a
Thompson, 273 West Twelfth street,
roam lbout at wU, ,n tbe ne|f!l_
son, ex-superintendentof public In- to undergo again the stiffnessrecelv
class adoption Friday night at 7:30
borlng pIacel wberc ,be Pp!demlcHai
strnctlonin Ohio, and Prof. C. O. ed In the game last year probably
Supper time at Voorhees Hall on Uhere she has made her
in Woodman Hall. All members and
R flnri ho]d thp par(>Dtg are en.
Hoyt, member of the faculty of the two men who were never affiliated the Wednesday evening of last week tbe past two months. Mrs. Clone
candidatesare requestedto be presYpallantl Normal school. Mr. Corson with the High school will be put
surely was "Dorm night." These made her home in this city for tho dangerjng /bom not onjyi thinks the
ent at that time. After he adopUon
Is one of the most popular Institute the lineup to fill up.
festal occasionsoccur once in four Past seven years. Ue8l(leB Mr3 beaitb 0ffjceri but they are endangerexercise* the company will Indulge
workers in the country, afld as a lecor five weeks, so that when they do Thompson, a son, Eugene Clone, ,n lng tbe wbole cjty
In a turkey supper at the Boston resturer on educational subjects he has
come, everybody makes the most of Yuma, Arizona, and two brothers,
The bea|ih off|Cer thinks that the
REVERSING THE CODE
taurant, the feast to be prepared by
gained * nationalreputation. Prof.
them.
The
great
event
of
which
we
H.
Clone
of
Mears
and
Howard
Clone
proper
i[jne tQ flght any ep|demic i,
"What do you mane by writing me
Nick Hoffman. State officerswill be
Hoyt is also a man of wide exper- that my Jimmie can’t pass into the are speaking has to do with the ot Ham,lton and one Bi9ter' Mr,> C€,Ia before It begins. The closing of the
present and the banquet will be folience In Institute work. Mr. Stanton next grade?" stormed an Irate fe- changing of seats at the Dormitory Parkbur8t °t th,s clty aurvive.
Zeelan 1 schools and the discontinlowed with toasts.
male, bunting into the principal
has secured thede two men after conh Jables. This always causes great The fun(>ral was hel(1 Monday uance of all activities In that city
room. "An’ after him doin’ sue
siderable difficulty. He was determanticipation and commotion, for who aK«™on at 1:30 0'clock ,rom tho in wh «ch children are concerned have
grand work all the year."
The Adelphlc society of the Semined to have for Ottawa county the
"Why, Mn. Flaherty" replied th« can fathom the real value or profit to borne. The Rev. Mr. Esveld offlc- brought home the danger. With the
inary met Monday night at the home
beet men obtainable, and in a letter teacher,"you must know better be gained from a table companion, ^fidneigtobring city but a few miles
of Dr. and Mrs. Jaa. F. Zwemer. R.
^
anounclng the appointments State than that. I’vevou his report
?very month and you know that his three times a day for four weeks!" JOHN VI880HER BROTHER OF away there is constant danger and
yandenberg will read a Paper on the
SuperintendentKeeler says they are
all necessary precautionsshould be
marks have been nearly all ’D’s.’ * Many are loath to leave the old
subject of "Denominational Schools."
ARKND DIES IN MONTANA
of the very flrzt -111
rank.
The inhxs ham
“Ind*d« they have, and ylt you friends they have made during the
takei. Although the schools have
Fire caused by a defective chimney
stltute in Holland will be held
field
t don't understand
i
Word has been received here of been closed In Zeeland, that does not
caused a slight damage to the roof January 21, and in Grand Haven the
|PWious month, but a fresh begin|
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of m house owned by Frank Van Ry meeting will be on aJnnary 20. Prof.
T tm afraid
don't
la nnrerthele.8en- the death of John Vlsscher, brother Uke away the danger of infection,
Hoyt
will
he
the
conductor
and
Mr.
our
system
of
marking.
D.
means
Joyable.
A
good
motto always reads of Arend and J. W. Vlsscher and Mrs. since the children roam about ii
at 177 Colombia avenue about 3.70
Corson the instructor.
deficient,
yon
"Move
On!"
J. J. Mersen of this city. Mr. Vis- more than ordinary freedom, a
Monday afternoon.
’Sure, I don't know phat that may

know."

(
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What you saw

in this

City

News

paper the rev. Johannes jqroen FORMER HOLLAND MAN STOPS FIRST “MOVIE" TRIAL EXCITED
WILL NOT GOME TO THIS
LIQUOR SELLING IN
MUCH INTEREST IN JUS-

THIRTY FIVE YEARS AGO

work done by one over blash steam
threashing machine at Hamilton,
Allegan County, Mich., and owned by
Mr. Minor Blgsby. During the past
thrashing season forty-aeven days It
thrashed 31,000 bushels of grain
One day when It was working for
Mr. Timmerman of Fillmore,It
of

OWOSSO.

CITY’.

Although rather late in the aeaeon, we must Chronicle the amount

TICE

*

COURT

A

tended by them to the Rev. JohanThe case of the cRy of Holland vs
nes Groen of Grand Rapids has been
For
the
first time since Shiawassee Manager Himebaugh of the Royal
declinedby that pastor. The letter
informing the consistoryof Mr. county became allied with the dry Theatre took nearly the whole day
threshed 1,017 bushels of clover seed Green's decision reached them Fricounties of the state, moro than four In the court room in the city hall
In the short time of five hours. Mr. day.
years ago, Owosso is dry. It has of- Friday. The case was tried before Jus
Bigsby intends to build a lath mill at
The decision of the Grand Rapid*
ficially been dry since May 1, 1911, tlce Sooy. City Attorney Van Duren
Hamilton this winter, and, of courso
pastor comes as something of a surhas the best wishes of the communbut In reality It baa been wet, there represented the city, since the charge
prise and as considerableof a disapity.
having been little difficulty in get- was vollatlon of a city ordinance,
The Grand Rapids paper of the pointment to the local congregation.
while Attorney T. N. Robinson de20th says, that Mr. Wra Leenhouts, A few days ago members of the Ing something to drink besides water.
In the past half-hearted attempts fended Mr. Himebaugh.
of the firm of De Graaf, Vrlellng&
Grand Rapid* congregationnow servIt was not until about four o’clock
Co., Is missing since Monday morn*
have been made to rid the city of
ing last. It Is apprehended that it Is ed by Mr. Groen expressed the opin- "bjlnd pigs" but It remained for that the case went to the jury.
either foul play or insanity. Mr. ion that they felt that he would acMayor De Young, former prominent After deliberatingabout half an
Leenhouts has relatives in this vic- cept the Holland call.
Holland citizen, the first executive hour the Jury disagreed. The vote
inity; he is about 40 years old, and
o
has a wife and five children. He was
under commissiongovernment, to Is said to have stood three to three.
known in Grand Rapids as an hon- MISS RANTERS GIVES PARENTS clean up the town and put those sell- The followingmen served on the
est industrious, and strictlytemperA GLIMPSE INTO WORK OF
ing liquor to route. He has done it ury: A. J. Force, H. Van Tongeren,
ate man. He had about |170 on hla
HOLAND
LIBRARY
by means of Importing a detective John Vanden Berg, Nick Yonker,
person, and it Is feared that he has
from Detroit who, "got the goods” on Herman De Fouw and Fred Beeuwkes
been fouly dealt with. Since bhe

106
2 miles

from New Era,

A large number of parents and eight men. One, Herbert Collins Heimbaugh was charged with vioi
above was written rumors are afloat
friends attended the meeting of the a drug store proprietor, is now a fug- atingH^e motion picture ordinance
that he has been seen in Detroit.
Parents-Teachers’
club of the Maple itive from Justice, having been tip- that was recently passed by the comTHIRTY YEARS AGO
Jake Van der Meer has evidently Avenue school Friday afternoon. ped off by friends and fled before mon council. The principal witness
won a box of "Pesshik^s Best" cigars The program was a very pleasing the warrant could be served. Anoth- was Mrs. Geo. E. Kollen, who was
by having been tho'personwho came
one, consisting of songs and recita- er druggist, H. A. L Fergueson, Is one of the women appointed by the
the nearest to guessing Blaine's
tions, a dramatir«tlonsand a band, serving four months in the Detroit council to act as a board of censors.
plurality in this stsite. His figure
was 2,675 being within 264 of the each class in the building being rep- nouse of correction after pleading It was Mrs. Kollen who censored the
actual plurality.
picture in question. The other witnesj
resented.
guilty.
"Tenth street Is the finest street
Mrs. M. J. Cook, the vice-president
Four others are In Jail and two os were Mr. and Mrs. Himebaugh,
In this city," so says everyone.This
presided and introducedas the speak are awaiting trial. Since the eight Misses Marie and Marjorie Gilmore,
remark was first heard after the
completion of the Job of graveling. -jr of the afternoon, Miss Jennie men were arrested It has been Im- Loyd Conkright and Manager Newman of the Apollo Theatre.
Ranters, city librarian, who took as possible to buy liquor In the city.
TWENTY FIVE YEARS AGO
The name

ACRES
a prosperous

Holland'.l settle*

ment. About 70 acres improved, balance^ pasture*
with some light timber. Good mixed seili gently
.

rolling. 18 acres

in orchard, of

pies with peaches

which 10 acres

between. 300

etc. Well and windmill. .About 30
and 5 in alfalfa.

acres-

ap-'

5 years,

cherries>

1000 gooseberries. A good house and barn,

-

-

Farm Bargain

Big

The congregation of the Central James De Young Gets the Good** on
W«nt to Jury Late Friday Afternoon
Avenue Christian Reformed church
the Druggists and Prosecutes
After An All Day Battle
was apprisedat tie services Sunday
Them.
of the fact that the call recently ex-

silo,

clover

in'

Price only $4000.00
or take a house and lot in
payment. Also some cheapen farms

Will seH on easy terms,

there.
Holland as

part

)

JOHN WEERSING
Real Estate and

Inauranoo

Holland, Mtoh.

GRAHAM & MORTON LINE
CHICAGO STEAMER
(EffectiveNov. 16th)

of the picture in ques-

boy is now making him her subject "The Library and Your
The mayor Is criticizedfor catchhome at the residence of Mr. Child.” The library is doing a ing the offenders by means of a de tion was "The Tragedyjgfwhlppering
and Mrs. Rollin Astra. He arrived great deal of good for the children
tective. He answered his critics by Creek," and the charge was that it
last Monday.
of
Holland.
The
teachers of
declaring that it takes a thief to violated the clause in the ordinance
John Vander Meulen, an em-

A baby

self at

catch a thief and that with sneaky referring to the showing of pictures
ful in suggesting good books and en- people he was not averse to using of crime and bloodshed.
factory, was made happy this week
by the arrival of a baby girl at his couraging the children to read. The sneaky methods.. He let It be known
home.
parents were urged to encourage the also that if the law violators would THEATER MANAGER AGREES TO
ployee at the

Weckman

public schools have been very help

furniture

H. L. Rosen and Eddie Bertsch child to go to the library,to use the do their work In the open he would
will give a Thanksgiving hop in the
reading rooms and to read books of get them In the open. That silenced
Opera House next Wednesday evening. First class music has been various kinds. If the grown-ups the fault-finders.He declares that
secured for the occasion, and all
S’bo attend may expect to enjoy
good time.
Ex-Mayor De Roo returned from
his deer hunt last Monday. He failed to Injure anything.The remaining members of his party have decided to remain north until they
succeed in killing something, if It

Should take

more

interest

in

the* while

wet

Owosso has voted

CO-OPERATE WITH CENSORS
AND CHARGE

IS

DROPPED.

all

child and his books, said the speaker three times a vote has been taken in Guilty or Innocence In This Partial

they could better direct him In the the county, the county as a whole
path. They should never con- has voted out the saloons, and so
demn a book before they have read far as he is able to make It, Owosso

lar Case Not Established;But

right

it.

The

Both Parties Are
Satisfied. -

library books are so divided is going to be dry.

|pd graded as to meet the demands

Until the Pray law went’ into
The charge of violation of the city
and needs of every child, but par- effect In the dry counties in
takes all winter.
ordinance
against Manager J. W.
J. Astra, a brakeman of this city ents must use their judgment as to year of 1913, several locker clubs
Himebaugh
cf the Royal theater
lost part of his left hand while the fitness of books.
flourished in Owosso and the dry law
uncuppling cars on the C. & W. M.
which
ended
in the jury disagreeing
The weekly story hour has proved was a jpke. When they went out of
R. Ry at Benton Harbor Thursday very successful in getting the chilafter
a
legal
battle
Friday afternoon
business blind pigs and bootleggers
night.
was
dropped
Tuesday
when City
Mrs. B. Van Anvooy planted three dren Interested. If one can once sprung up like mushrooms. Offendkernels of rice in a flower pot last awaken and arouse the child and ers became so confident that they Attorney Van Duren and Mrs. G. E
spring, and is now the possessor of make him see tha* good reading Is practically defied the police to get Kollen, member of the Board of
of a flourishing rice plant. It has very profitable, one is well started
them. The mayor who took office Censors,accepted a written statetwo vines one and a half feet’ In
in the right direction. What our city this spring, decided that something ment given by Mr. Himebaugh in
length, containingsix kernels Of rice

This is the first plant of its kind library is doing for the child 'la must be done, and when he saw that
it would be Impossible for uniformed
we ever knew to be grown here, worth considering.
Mrs. Mabel W. Smith rendered two policemen t<^ got the offenders, he
and It is a curlousity.
About (thirty sportsmen of this very pleasirtgvocal solos at the con- brought In the detective without anycity will engage in a rabbit hunt clusion of that splendid and instrucone but the police chief and city at-

whicti the latter agrees to live up to

Thanksgiving day. Chas. Harmon tive address. ' During the serving of torney knowing about it. The dewill be the captain of one side and
refreshmentsthe Columbia Grafono’a tective became, apparently,a good
Henry Harmon of the other. Tho
party returninghome with the leatft recently purchased for the school, fellow among the good fellows. He
got all kinds of evidence, and when
number will defray the expense of was played and enjoyed.

Himebaugh doee not admit that

-

a supper which will be spread at the
City hotel on the evening of the

o

-

ENTERTAIN ADULT BIBLE CLASS

hunt.

twenty YEARS ago

The members of the 14th Street
Mr. Wanamakers Columbia stamp ChristianReformed Church were en
may have been a little larger then tertalned last Thursday night by Mr.
necessary, but it always had plenty and Mrs. Edward Heeringa, 119 East
of adhesive materialon the back of 18th Street. On oebate on whether
it — by gum.
secret societies are detrimental to
Friends of Dr. A. G. Mantlng of the church the affirmative was given
Graafschap presentedhim the other the decision. Besides this a very good
day with a buggy and robe.
musical program was carried out Re
Only a few more days and D. freshments were served. P. Schoon
Bertsch will pack up and leave for is the leader of the class.
California. This is your opportunity
o
for bargains in dry goods.
ATT. T. N. ROBINSON SPOKE TO
Graafschap lost one of its oldest
Y. M. a A. THURSDAY
settlers last week, Berend H. Schouten, aged 77 years. On Monday anNIGHT.
other veteran pioneer passed away
Jacob De Frel.
Att. Thos. N. Robinson appeared
John Van Ry, while on the beach
near Grand Haven the other day, before the class of the city Y. M. C.
picked up out of the surf a relic of A. conducted by SecretaryMoody In
the wrecked schooner Antelope. It the High school building and gave
was the board containingthe name

-

-

the picture censor ordinance and 1o

FIFTEEN YEARS AGO
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. Seth Nibbelink, Friday — a son.
John Zwemer Jr., of Reyneer
Oregon, son of John Zwemer of this
his

thumb and

Returning, Ifeave Chicago at 7 p. m. Tuesday, Thursday

and Saturday.
'

Ail trips made via St

Joseph. The right is reserved to change this

schedulewithout notice.

PHONES: GITZ. 1081: BELL
JOHN KRESS, Local Agent

LOCAL

CHICAGO DOCK FOOT OF WABASH

AyE.

78

Uleago Phoii 2162

Central

co-operate with the committee in the

working of the ordinance.

By

agreement

signing the

Mr.
in

the particular case In which he stood
trial he

had violatedthe ordinance

but that he will comply with the pro-

everythingwas ready the officershad visions of the city ordinance. City
Attorney Van Duren and the censorthe violators flat-footed.
Today the lid is on awfully tight ship committee, on the other hand
In Owosso.

-

o

-

declared that all they want Is such
written statement, assuring the

MAYOR WILL NOT ALLOW THEA
THE TO BE OPEN ON
SUNDAY

co-

operation of the picture man with
the censorshipcommittee.

The agreement that ended

tho

trouble reads as follows.
To
the Mayor and Common Council
A request by C. C. Falker, repreof
the City of Holland.
senting the International Bible
Students association of Brooklyn t
Gentlemen:
show the photo-drama, "Creation
hi the operation of the moving
on last Sunday at the Royal Theatre
picture theater at No. 10 West 8th
on the grounds that it was of a purestreet, in the City of Holland, I dely religious nature was refused

—

sire to assure you that it is my in
in view of the fact that public opin tentlon to observe and carry out the
ion in this city is against having the
provisions of the ordinance relative
theaters open in Holland on Sunday
to picture shows and to work in harno matter what the characterof the mony with the Censorship Commitpicture shown. It would establish j
tee in showing only clean, wholesome

Mayor Bosch on the grounds that

boys a

great deal

of Information SEMINARY

about the profession,as well as a real
Insight into

what the

HAD ENROLLMENT tends

to lower the morals of

the

youth. Of course, we do not always

OF 29 THIS YEAR

kiy>w

legal profe*-

just what

pictures will be

thrown upon the screen from day

to
The annual catalogueof the Wes
tern
Theological
Seminary
was
sent
day but If any are not proper and
sawed so badly that amputation was does for society.Among other things to patrons and friends of
our attentionis called to them, we
necessary.
he showed that the law is always
with us. It marks out to a certain school last Saturday. It is a 22 page will Immediately cut such picture
ten years ago
booklet containing full information
Fire broke out Saturday night in extent our conduct and safeguardsto about the school. The total enroll- out and. not re-show it.
J. W. HIMEBAUGH,
the marsh near tho island owned by a certain extent our rights and priv- ment Is 29. The senior class is the
Dr. H. Kremers and A. B. Bosman ileges from the day of birth until largest in history having 12 mem Holland, Mioh., Nov. 21, 1914.
and before its ravages were stopped
the day of death. And after death a hers. The students are drawn from
by the Are department
small
frame house owned by Messrs. person is not yet through with the Michigan, Iowa, Wisconsin, Illinois, DECLARES CIGARETTE SMOKING
New Jersey and California.
Kremers and Bosman and valued at law, because ft steps In and says un-

had

^ ^

precedent which would work con
trary to the sentiment of the peo pictures. I do not want to show any
picture which is suggestive,'whicn
them an interesting talk on law as pie’s wishes.
upholds crime or which in any way
a profession.Mr. Robinson gave the

of the vessel.

city,

Thexsteamer “Puritan’- will leave Holland at 8 p. m.,
Monday, Wednesday and Friday.

slon means to society and what

It

fore finger

i

eer for

Home

Dave Blom

a

1100 was destroyed. A barn

- o

posed

Court.

Fred Lampen, charged by his broth
er George Lampen with using a
forged check to borrow money, was

bound over
tice

to the circuit court for

when he

appeared before Jus-

Robinson Thursday

He was brought here from

afternoon.
the'

county

jail for examination which he at first

demanded and was returned to

the

jail to await trial at the February

term of court, being unable to furniah bonds for $600.

of.

-

Fred Lumpen Waived Examination
DR.
and Was Bound Over to Circuit

trial

o

-

near- der what rules his estate shall be dis-

ly was saved.

-

v
o

- -

MKR8EN TELLS OF MFTDIC1 NE AS A PROFESSION

•

ON

THE*

INCREASE

MOTORCYCLE DEPARTMENT
ADDED TO WESTERN MICHIGAN PIKE ASSOCIATION

J. J.

Another department,which will
Dr. J. J. Meraen addressed the Y.
M. C. A. class In the High school aid greatly In facilitatingthe work
last Thursday night on, "Medicine as was added to the Western Mchlgan
a Profession.” The doctor said that Pike association when the executive
no apology need be made for the committee in session at Muskegon
medical profession as It is one of the appointed A. J. Augustine, a delemost sacrificingprofessionthere is. gate from the Muskegon Motor
He gave several cases where doctors Cycle club chairman of a committee
had laid down their lives
at- to organize motorcycle clubs
tempts to master dreaded diseases. along the proposed pike routa.to co
He declared that the doctor’s work operate with the pike association
now is more to prevent disease and The work of the new division will be
not wholly to curing disease.
largely detail work such as posting
An address will be given every signs and reporting bad places in the
Thursday night by local men on dif- road- Many may make the trip over
ferent professions.
'the proposed pike next summer.

In

IS

Holland
Distributor

That

cigarette smoking is on the
increase among the boys of this coun
try and in Holland itself was tho

statement made by Mrs. Etta Whitman in a paper before the Woman’s
Christian Temperajice Union when
it met at the home of Mrs. Fred
Klassen Friday afternoon. Mrs. Hyma
read an article on the barring of
liquor throughout the Russlon empire. Mrs. M. Klassen contributed
two songs. The barrel of good
things for the Woman’s Home
Grand Rapida was prepared.

in

Try This For Y’our Cough

Thousands

of

people keeping
coughing because unable to get the
right remedy. Coughs are caused by

Citi. Tel. 1007

BrewingCo.
Inflammation of Throat and Bron- Don't Delay Treating Your Cough
chial Tubes. What you need is to
A slight cough often becomes serisoothe this Inflammation.Take Dr.
King’s New Discovery,it penetrates ous, Lungs get songested,Bronc»the delicate mucous lining, raises Tubes fill with mucous. Your cltallty
the Phlegm and quickly relieves the Is reduced. You need Dr- Bell’s Pinecongested membranes. Oet a 50c Tar-Honey. It soothes your irritated
bottle fromx your druggist- "Dr. air passages,loosens mucous' and
King’s N«w Discovery quickly and makes your system resist Colds. Give
completelystopped my cough” writ- the Baby and Children Dr. Bell’s
es J. R. Watts, Floydale, Texas. Mon- Pine-Tar-Honey.It’s guaranteed to
ey back if not satisfied,but it near- help them. Only 26c at your Drugly always helps.— Adv,
gist — Adv.

Holland City News

TWO

LANSIHG MAN

AUDI- aroani any piping; paper shades
should never be need.
CHURCH
Stove pipes should run direct to
/
brick chimneya and never through

PAQE 8EVB|

Cause was filed for the purpose of
quieting the title of the following
ENCE IN LOCAL
BTDlRmG ADDRESSES
described lands situate and being in
the Township of Holland, Ottawa
tawa.
'
SVAOAY
County, Michigan and described aa
To A. Steketee, Henry Slyter, Wm.
At a session of said Court, held follows; All those parts of lots num
floors or partitions; protect floors Markvluwer, Mrs. P. Steketee Est.,
at Probate Office in the City of ber three (3) four (4) and' the
under
and
above
stoves
with
brick, Wm. Haverdink. Clara Klomparens,
Told
How
America
Can
IDecUrea Treatment Red Man
Jacob Mulder, Henry Jtpplng, Mrs Grand Haven In said County, on the .southwest quarter of the Southweet
cement or sheet metal.
“Dry” By Federal
ceivea la a Shame And r.
Wm. Van Lente, Mrs. J. De Koning. 18th day of November, A. D lOM.Uuarter (also known as lot five (5)
Stairways should be kept clear at
Enactment.
Peter Mass, Harry W. Dornbos, AlPresent: Hon. Edward P. Kirby, In tke south one half of sectian
DUgaace
all times; never place any stock or bert Vanden Brink, 0. Brigbtrall.
twenty-seventown five north of
Judge of Probate.
range Sixteen West and lying east
shelving on stairs.
Wm. Dornbos, W. P. Halley, Geo. In the matter of the estate of
Before an audience of about UO
ot what is known as and formerly
Mre. Walter Roe of Colony, Okla.,
Aisles of good width should bo Vlssers, H. C. Bontekoe,James HamRempt Knooihuizeu, Deceased
was the P. M. Ry. Co., right of
• dellreredtwo
stirring addreaaee lo people 'in the Third church yester- maintained at all tt{ne; never pile elinh, Herman Timmer, Jacob Van
Albert Knooihuizen, having filed way; and also a strip of land beginVuren, Nelson E. Clark. G. B. Griffin
day
afternoon,
Hon.
F.
W.
Corbett
.Holland Sunday In regard to the
stock in front of windows or against J. J. Lappenga, J. D. Klomparens, in said cou|t his petition, prayiug ning at a point on the South Hue of
.American Indian, ,a question on of Lansing gave an eloquent address doors, as it handicaps the firemen in K. Vander Streek, Herman Wolbert, for license to sell tbe interestof said said Southwest quarter at the West
in behalf of the anti-saloon forces of
’ which Mrs. Roe U well posted, havG. Boerma, Gerrlt Zagers, H. Hollp estate in certain real estate therein Hue ot aaid P. M. Ry. Co’s right of
case of fire.
way and running thence west on
the
nation.
It
was
a
union
meeting
iilng served as missionaryamong the
Fire doors and shutters should ba boer, Mrs. P. De Haan, J. Weersing, described,
said quarter line of what is known
H.
Beeuke,
A.
P. Van Vulpen, Wm.
members
of
all
churches
Joining
to
Indians of Oklahoma for many years.
closed every night, and stock should
It Is Ordered,That the
as the Ottawa Beach Road, eocalled
make up the gatheringand Mr. Cor never be placed so as t<^ hinder the Mokma. Luke Lugers, Mrs. M. Nagel
. In the moaning she spoke in Hope
kerk, Rev. 0. De Jongh, and to all 15th day of December, A. IX 1014 at running north and south between
church about conditionsanting bett said today that he was partic- ready closing of these fire stops.
Vher persons, Interested,That Notice ten o'clock in the forenoon, at said sections twenty-seven and twentyeight thence north two rods, thence
which the Iddians of America live ularly well-pleasedwith the recepSee that all fire extinguishingap- That the roll of the special assess- probate office be ond is hereby ap- east paralled with said quarter tins
ment
"heretofore
made
by
the
Board
and In the evening she spoke in tho tion he had been given in Holland. paratus is in good wonting order/
pointed for hearing said petition, tu the west line of said P. M. Ry.
of Assessorsfor the purpose of deiTirst Reformed church In a more Last evening in the M. E. church in
and
that all persons interestedin Co’s right of way thence southwestAll of the 'above defects are charg fraying that part of the cost which
said
estate appear before said court ly along said right ot way to place
personal vein, giving a more intimate Saugatuck he repeated the address ed for in your rate.
the council decided should be paid
of the afternoon.
and borne by special asessment for at said time and place, to show of beginning.
vo
*
' glimpse into the every day life and
OR1EN S. CROSS
the construction of a sewer in West cause why a license to sell the inIn his talk Sunday afternoon in
Expires Dec. B
{activities of this moat interesting
Circuit Judge.
Eighteenth
Street,
from
Van
Raalto
terest of said estate in said real esSPECIAL ASSESSIpeople. Both timee she was greeted Holland the speaker stated tho NOTICE
Countersigned,Jacob Qlerum,
to Maple Avenues, is now on file In
MENT
case of the anti-saloonleague of
Register In Cb&ncery.
by very large audiences.
my office for public inspection. tate should not be granted;
To
Hessel
Bremer,
M.
Ue
Goede,
It is Further Ordered, That public M. Den Herder
America
that
is
making
a
campaign
Notice
is
also
hereby
give,
that
tho
‘"Mrs. Roe defclared that the “cenH. Lievense, Mrs. John Kervlnk,
notice thereof be given by oubllca- Solicitor for Complainant
tury of dishonor” on the part of the to Overthrow the liquor traffic in the Peter Steggenga, Frank Van Dyk, C. £0iincil and board of assessors of the tlou of a copy of this order, for
418-26 Ashton Big.
City
of
Holland,
will
meet
at
tho
American people toward the Indians nation by passing a constitutional Denny, Geo. E. Kollen, Fred Hleftje
three successiveweeks previous to Grand Rapids Mich.
council and board of a.,«.or, ot
State ot Michigan,
Is not by any meens over and that amendment and having the question M. York ,A. De Groote, Peter Terp*City of Holland,
tl™-Clty News a newspaper printed and
SB
the red men are being robbed dis- presentedto the varldus states. Mr. ma, and to all other persons interest- council room. City Ha 1, In said city jclrculate<| ^ |a|d comity
County of Otthwa
ed take notice: That the roll of the on Friday, December 4, 1914, to reCorbett
gave
a
very
hopeful
picture
gracefully at this ••very day. She deEDWARD P. KIRBY,
Jacob QIarsm, Register of the Cirspecial assessment heretofore made vjew gat(j
assessments,at which
scribed the red man as one who is of the coming success of the anti(A
true
copy.)
Judge of Probate. cuit Court for the County of Ottawa
by the Board of Assessors for t2R tlmeand
tlmeand place opportunitywill be
ORR1E SLUITER,
finding himself and who is growing saloon forces in this country.
In Chancery, do hereby certify that
purpose of defrayingthat part of the given all persons interestedto be
Register of Probate.
Mr. Corbett showed himself an cost which the council decided heard.
the above and foregoing is a true
stronger;one 1W10 sees on all sides
o
—
and correct copy of an order of pubof him the beasts of prey trying by authority on the subject that he pro- should be paid and borne by special
Dated, Holland Mich., November
lication entered and filed in the
Expiree Nov. 28J
assessment
for the construction of a 19. 1914.
seated
to
the
audience.
He
is
an
enevery possiblemeans to steal his
sewer
in
East
Fifteenth
Street, beOF MICHIGAN— The Pro above efilltledcause in said Court,
RICHARD OVERWEG, STATE
land and his possessions.The feder- tertaining speaker and he presented tween Columbia and Lincoln Avebate Court for the County of Ot as appears of Record in my office
City Clerk.
That I have compared the same with
al government hae been pursuing a the case of the anti-saloon forces nues, is now on file In my office for
tawa.
3
times — Nov. 19-26-Dec.3, 1914
At a session of said court, held at the original, and it is a true tranpolicy of extreme paternalismtoward with great earnestness.He outlined public inspection. Notice is alsa
the probate office in the city of Grand script therefrom, and of the whole
the Indian, and while on the whole what would have to be done in order hereby given, that the Council and
thereof.
board of assessors of the City of HolHaven in said County, on the 10th
this policy has not been altogether to attain the complete banishment of
In testimony whereof, I have here
Expire? Dec. 12
land, will meet at the council room,
day of November A. D. 1914
unto set my hand and affixed the
wrong, still much more should be the liquor traffic from this country City Hall in said city on Friday, STATE \OF MICHIGAN— Ths Probet*
Court for tho County of Ottawa.
Present: Hon. Edward P. Kirby, Jude* Seal of said Court, at Grand Haven
done. Mrs. Roe advocated the estab- through federal law.
December 4, 1914, to review said In the matter of the oetate of
of Probate.
this 13th day of October A. D. 1914.
assessments, at which time and place
In the matter of the estate of
lishment of an Indian commiselon lo
James Cook, Deceased
JACOB OLEHUM
opportunity
will
be
given
all
persons
that the red men might be governed BELDON DRAIN NOT SATI8FACRegister in Chancery.
Jane Koffers, formerly Van Dyk,
Notice is hereby given that four

.'low. WALTER

ROE WIVES

SUNDAY

Expires Dec.

5.

Ex

pi

roe December 5

NOTICE OF SPECIAL ASSESS- STATE OF MICHIGAN — The ProMENT
bate Court for the County of Ob*

•
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•

-

i

-
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OF

meet

i

•

-

-

interested to the heard.

TORY

In some such way as the Philipine

-

-

o
Dated, Holland Mich., November months from the 20th day of Nov , Deceased.
(Expires Jan. 17, 1916)
people are goverened. She declared
A. D. 1914, have been allowed for
19, 1914.
Gerrit A- Van Dyk having filed
The tax-payersof the Huizenga
MORTGAGE SALK
RICHARD OVERWEO. creditorsto present their ejaims in said court his petition praying
there is so much red tape about the
Dys and Seydel drain at Blender felt
City Clerk. against said deceased to said court
Default
having been made in the
department of Indian affairsthat It, dissatisfiedwith some of the jobs
that said court adjudicate and de3 times— Nov. 19-23-Dec.3, 1914.
conditionsof a mortgage executed
for
examination
and
adjustment,
termine who were at the time of her
is practically hopeless to get the and it Isjiot expected that the work
by Cornelius Bazaan and Gertie
0
,
and that all creditors of said deceas- death the legal heirs of said deceasmany things done that need to be will he accepted by them.
Expires Dec. B.
Bazaan, his wife of the township of
o
NOTICE
SPECIAL ASSESS- ed are required to present their ed and intitled to inherit the real es- Olive, Ottawa County Michigan to
done for the Indian. She said the
claims to said court, at the probate tate of which said deceased died Derk J. Nyland of the Township of
MENT
white men, for the most part are STUDENTS TO DO CHURCH EXFillmore Allegan County Michigan.
To John Van Oss, John A. Kooy- office, in the City of Grand Haven, siezed,
keeping him in the ditch and they
TENSION WORK
Said mortgage being dated, May
ers, T. Van Huisen, Dick Boter, B. in said County, on or before the 20th
It is Ordered, That the
can't keep him in the ditch without
5,
1906, and duly recorded in the
L. Scott Est., and to all other per- day of March, A. D. 1915, and
8th day of Dec., A. D. 1914, at ten office of the register of deeds .in
.getting down in the ditch with them
At a meeting held last Thursday sons interested. Take notice: That that said claims will he heard by
o’clock in the forenoon, at said pro- Liber 84, of mortgages on page 86.
and degrading their own characters. afternoon the students of the West- the roll of the special assessment
said court on the 20tb day of March,
bate office, be and is hereby appoint- By said default the power of sale In
The speaker advocated treating ern TheologicalSeminary decided to heretoforemade by the Board of
Assessorsfo* the purpose of defray- A. D. 1915, at ten o’clock in the ed forbearing said petition;
do
still
greater
church
extension
said mortgage has become operative
the Indian as a responsible human
work in the rural districts around ing that part of the cost which the forenoon.
It is Further Ordered, That publli on which mortgage there is claimed
being and not as a mere ward of the
Dated November 20th, A. D. 1914. notice thereof be given by publication to be due at the date of this notice
Holland than they have already done council decided should oe paid and
•nation. She said the Indian boys Last summer a chapel was establish- borne by special assessment for the
of a copy of this order, for three sue the sum of Seven Hundred and
EDWARD P KIRBY,
;and girls must be given the same ed in the Eastern part of the city and construction of a sewer in Twenty- Judge of Probata.
cesslve weeks previous to said day of nineteen dollars and twenty-flvt
hearing, in the Holland City News, a cents, and attorney fee of 126.00
o
opportunities for educationand wdrk one at Beechwoodwhere services are third Street, between Central Avenue
newspaper printed and circulated In
and State Street, is now on file in
conducted
Sunday
evenings
as
an
:as the white children. Only in this
as provided therein, and no suit at
said county.
Expires
Dec.
5
my
office
for
public
Inspection.
Nooutgrowth of Sunday school work
law or otherwise having been inway, by giving them the chanca to
EDWARD
P.
KIRBY,
conducted by Hope College students tice Is also hereby given, that the Si ATE OF MICHIGAN— The Probate
stituted to recover tho said mortJudge
of
Probata.
fight their own way up, can the ne- for the past 15 years. Two commit- council and board of assessors of the
Court for the County of Ottawa.
A true copy.
gage debt or any part thereof.
At a session of said Court, held at
cessary iron be put into their blood tees were formed to work in differ- City of Holland, will meet at the
Orrie Slulter,
Notice is therefore hereby given
council
room,
City
Hall
in
said
city
the
Probate
Office
in
the
City
of
that they need to help them to be- ent field and to call on the families
Register of Probate.
that by virtue of the power of sale
Grand
Haven,
in
said
county,
on
the
on Friday, December 4, 1914, to rein said mortgage contained, which
come a great and self-respectingpeo- in their respective districts.
view said assessments, at which time 18th day of November, A. D. 1914.
Expires Nov. 28.
o
has become operative, the undersign
ple. She severely criticisedthe eduand place opportunitywill be given
ed will sell at public auction to the
Present: Hon. Edward P. Kirby
ABOUT
TWENTY-FIVE
OFFICIALS
STATE OF MICHIGAN
cationalsystem which the govern
all persons interested to be heard.
highest bidder on Monday, the 18th
Judge of Probate.
The Circuit Court for the County of
LOOKED OVER HOLLAND'S
ment has provided for the Indians
Dated, Holland, Mich., November In the matter of the estate of
day of January A .D. 1916, at 9
• Ottawa
.and said that it was responsible for
FIRE DISTRICT.
Alfred JdWersma, minor
o’clock in the forenoon of that day,
19, 1914.
RICHARD OVERWEG.
at the north front door of -the court
IN CHANCERY
the fact that there are practically
Helen Boerema having filed in
City Clerk.
house for Ottawa County, Michigan,
Big
Bay
Realty
Company
no American Indians in the American Give Valuable Advice to Citizens for
said court her petition praying for
3 times — Nov. 19-23-Dec.3, 1914.
•n the City of Grand Haven In said
of
Grand
Rapids,
a
corporation.
universities although there are stu
license to sell the interest of said esSecuring Lower Fire
county,
that being the place where
Complainant
• dents there of all other nations and
tate in certain real estate therein deExplres Dec. B.
the Circuit Court for said County is
Insurance
vs
• races. The government schools, she
held, the premises describedin said
NOTICE
SPECIAL ASSESS scribed,
Ann Breeze, togetherwith her
MENT
mortgage, us follows:
said, are almost worthless and do not
It is Ordered, That the !5th day of
unknown heirs, devisees, legatees
A. C. Gilbert and Charles A. KellTo H. J. Bouwkamp, Wm. Van December, A. D. 1914 at ten o’clock and assigns.
All those certain pieces or parcels
prepare the Indian to take his place
ey and some twenty-fiveother ex- Asselt, Jaccb Herringa, Tony Seif Jr
of land situate in the township of
in the world of real sport.
in the forenoon, at aaid probate ofDefendants.
Olivo in the county of Ottawa and
perts on fire prevention, representingHolland Furnace Company. E. S.
fice, be and is hereby appointed for
Suit pending in the Circuit Court State of Michigan, and described as
the Michigan State Fire Prevention Kymer, E. S. Holkeboer, J Diepenfor the County of Ottawa, in Chan- follows, towlt: The North East quarTMre. Walter C. Roe Asks Student*to
horst, and all other persons interesi- hearing said j)etition, and that the
association, were in Holland Thurscery, on the 28th day of September ter of the South East quarter of
next
of
kin
of
said
minor,
and
all
ed, Take Notice: That the roll of
Write Essays About “Present
A. D. 1914.
day to make an Inspection here and
section twenty six, Town six North
the special assessment heretofore persons interested in said estate apIndian Conditions.”
of Range Sixteen west, Township of
to make recommendations about fire made by the Board of Assessors
In
this
cause
it
appearing
to
the
pear before said court,* at said time
----Olive, Ottawa County, Michigan.
prevention. They made a thorough the purpose of defraying that part and place, to show cause why a li- satisfaction of the. Court, on affidavit of James Buys, President of the Dated Oct. 20, 1914.
Mrs. Walter C. Roe, missionary inspection of the fire districtin Hol- of the cost which the council decided cense to sell the interest of said esabove named Big Bay Realty ComDERK J. NYLAND,
jn ggid reai estate should not he
among the North American Indians land, going over the various premis- should be paid and borne by special
pany of Grand Rapids, Compllanant
Mortgagee
assessment
for the construction of a granted;
of Oklahoma favored the college es carefully. No report has been
herein that he has caused to be
sewer w in East Twenty-first Street, It 1* further ordered, that rubllo notltv
Gerrit
W.
Kooyers,
Attorney
for
made Inquiry as to the residence
students with a short talk this morn made yet about how they found con- from Columbia Ave., east to Block
mortgagee
thereof be given by publicationof a copy of
and whereabouts of the defendants
Ing. She was here sixteen years ago ditions here, but the followingitems “A”, Prospect Park Addition, is now thla order,for three succeeelreweeka prertout
Business address Holland, Michto eald day of bearing, in the Holland Cltj in this cause among such persons as
of
advice
for
fire
prevention
were
and at that time had a stalwart In
on file in my office for public inspec- Neva, a newapaperprinted end c.rculatedIr might be apt to know the same, and igan.
tion. Notice is also hereby given, eald connty.
dlan brave with her. She told of the issued by the men who were here:
o2
that he has been unable to obtain
EDWARD P KIRBY.
that
the council and board of assessany information regarding them
A large part of the fire waste of
sacrifice the 'Indians had to make
Expires December 12
(A true copy.) Judge of Probata
whatever, and that after making STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Probate
Orrie Slulter,
when they received Christianity. She this country Is directly due to untidy ors of the City of Holland,will meet
at
the
council room, City Hall, in
like search and inquiry It cannot be
Register
of
Probate.
Court for the County of Ottawa.
told a few beautiful storiesabout the conditions and other faults of mansaid City on Friday, December 4.
ascertainedwho the heirs, devisees,
At a session of said Court, held
Indians illustrating with the sign agement. Heavy loss naturally in 1914, to review said assessments,at
legatees and assigns of said defend- at Probate Office in the City of Grand
language. She offered three prizes of creases cost of insurance. A care- which time and place opportunity
ant are’, nor in what state or counExpires December 12
Haven in said Countv, on the 19th
try the said defendant or her heirs,
|6, $3 and $2 each to the Hope stu- ful inspection of your entire premises will be given all persons interestel
STATE OF MICHIGAN— THE Pro- devisees, legatees or assigns reside, day of November, A. D 1914.
dent writing the best essay on “Pres daily will assist in brlngng about a to be heard.
bate Court for the County of Ot- and that the said defendant and her
Present: Hon. Edward P. Kirby,
Dated. Holland, Mich., November
lower insurancecost. %
tawa
ent Indian Conditions."
unknown heirs, devisees, legatees Judge of Probate.
19, 1914.
In the matterxof the estate of
At a session of said Court, held an<k assigns are necessaryparties to
Ashes should b* kept in metat reo
RICHARD OVERWEG,
City Clerk. at the Probate Office in the City of this suit.
PURITAN GOES BACK TO CHI ceptacles and never in paper or
Nicholas J. Essen hurg, deceased
Grand Haven in said County, on the
3 times — Nov. 19-23-Dec.3, 1914.
On motion of
Den Herder,
wooden boxes.
Katherine Feeenburg having filed
—
o
JB
19th day of November, A. D. 1914. Complainant's Solicitor,
Grand Haven Tribune. — Unable
Oily rags or waste should be kept
in said court her petition praying
Expires Dec. 5.
Present: Hon. Edward P. Kirby, ORDERED, that the apeparance of that the administrationof said esrun Into Holland Wednesday night in standard metal waste cans^ and
the defendant, her unknown heirs,
Judge of Probate.
the steamer Puritan went through
NOTICE
SPECIAL
ASSESScoiitents removed and burned each
devisees, legatees and assigns be en- tate he granted to Gerrit W. Kooysimilar experience as did the AlaMENT
In the matter of the estate of
tered herein within six months after ers or to some other suitable person,
night
bama just off Grand Haven and finTo John De Witt, Peter De Spelder
John Vander Haar, Deceased
the date of this order, and in case of
It i* Ordered, That the
Rubbish should never be allowed The Holland Canning Co., The
ally headed back for Chicago, afMary
Vander
Haar
having
filed in their appearance, that they cause
ter wrestling with the storm for flvo to accumulate in buildings.
22nd
day of December, A. D. 1914
Brown-WallGas Engine Co., and to
their answer to the Bill of Com
hours. The Puritan arrived just out
said court her final administration
at
ten
o'clock in the forenoon, at
Spittoons should be made of
^crested, take
plaint to be filed and a copy thereof
of Holland, about five o’clock Wed- /
.
j
..
notice: That the roll of the special account, and her petitionpraying to be served on Complainant’s Sol- said probate office, be and is hereby
hereto(orem„de by the
nesday afternoon and turned back and never contain aawdu.t or
for the allowance thereof and for the icitor within fifteen days after such
between 11 and 12 o'clock at night. combustiblematerial.
Board pf Assessors for the purpose assignment and distributionof the service on them of a copy of said appointed for hearing said petition.
It Is Further Ordered,That public
From late repofts there were no Gasoline,naptha and other vo)a-,of defraying that part of the coat
Bill and notice of this order, and in
residue of said estate.
notice thereof be given by publication
other steamers to venture on the
which
the
council
decided
should
be
tile oils should not be kept In the
default thereof that said Bill be takIt is Ordered, That the
of a copy of this order, for three sue
lake during the fortnight's raging
paid and borne by special assessment
en as confessedby said non-resident ceselve weeks previous to said day of
building.
storm.
for the constructionof a sewer in 22nd day of December, A. D. 1{U4 defendant her unknown heirs, dehearing, In the Holland City News a
Gas bracketsshould have stiff fix- West Fourth Street, from No. 16 at ten o'clock in the forenoon, at said
o
visees, legatees and assigns, and It newspaper printed and circulated in
tures.
Metal
bells
should
be
placed
probate
office,
be
and
is
hereby
apWest
Fourth
Street
to
Central
AveSHORT OF WORDS
Is further ordered that within twenMid county.
nue, is now on file in my office for pointed for examining and allowing ty days the Complainant cause a
This Is the message the telegraph over gas Jets on low ceilings.
EDWARD P. KIRBY,
public
inspection.
Notice
Is
also
here
Steam pipes should be kept clear
said account and hearing said copy of this order to be published
messenger handed to the young hus(A true copy.) Judge of Probate.
by given, that the council and board
in the 'Holland City News’ a news- ORRIE SLUITER,
band:
from all wood and other combusti- of assessors of the City of Holland, petition;
paper printed, published and circu“Come down as soon as you can. ble materials.
Register of Probate.
It is Furthar Ordered, That public
will meet at the council room, City
lated in said County, and the said
I am dying.— Kate.”
Open flue holes should be protect- Hall in said city on Friday, Decem- notices thereof be given by publica- publication be continued therein
Eight hours later he arrived at the
tion of a copy of this order, for three
once in each week for six weeks In
ed
with sheet iron or better be brick- ber 4, 1914, to review said assesscummer hotel to be met on the plazments at which time and place op- •uccessive weeks previous to said day succession, or that he cause a copy
l
ed
up.
sa by Kate herself.
portunity will be given all-pertfcndIn of bearing In the Holland City News, of this order to be personally served
For Infants and Children.
“Why, what did you mean by sendElectricity, when improperlyin- terested to be heard.
a newspaper printed and circulated on said non-residentdefendant and
n
Ing me such'a message?" he asked, 'stalled, is hazardous; see that your
Dated, Holland Mich., November in said county.
her unknown heirs devisees, legatees Tt)8 Kl0(l YOU H3V8 AlWfiyS BOllgllt
\ EDWARD P. KIRBY,
“Oh." she murmured, “I wanted certiflcate 0f approval covers the en- 19th, 1914.
and assigns at least twenty days be-RICHARD OVERWEO,
(A
true copy.) Judge ot Probata fore the time above prescribedfor j Bears the
cord, ohoo.d
City Clerk.
Orrie Slulter,
their
1 Signature of
not be hung on nails or wrapped 3 times — Nov. 19-28-Dec.3. 1914
to stop.”
Register of Probate.
The BUI of Complaint in this
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PAGE EIGHT

SHlIC

'

Mahan, “and after he had

tied Allison

few minutee, when Alllaon was suo

she cauaed Allison’s injury a few attention from Allison. But when

later.

I

Klnley campaign of 1191 and have
said untie him, the mfartakewas hany yean of training and experon the front porch.”
“Were you In the house after first “What did you aay to your hus- made."
ience with audiences To back up their
“Could hear what was said?”
band, then?" was asked.
ordered out," asked Lindsey.
Then Mrs. Mahan told how she native ability. The quartette haa the
“Yea, Allison said, Tom, I deservo
“I said untie him; don't you see heard Dr. Presley come to the door;
"Yes, I came to the back door and
real "family harmony." They apwhatever you give me’."
the
ropes are dfoking him? That her husband say, “Wait a minute,"
asked wtfat he was doing."
pear also u a trumpet quartette,
THOMAS MAHAN BEGINS FIGHT “What did your husband say?"
was when I was Tying on the cot. and the awfnl pounding noise. MaMrs. Mahan then told of how her
producing a peculiarly grand quality
“He said: ‘How could you do it;
Then Mr. Mahan flew Into a renewed han went Into the yard, then she
FOR LIBERTY IN OTTAWA
husband kicked her in the back
of mualc. Beside* the music two of
didn’t’
you
think
of
my
little
Tom.
rage and it was a minute later that said, and in broken tones of great
COUNTY COURT.
then carrying her to a cot in the
the members are readen of marked
my little girl and my little curly same room where Allison sat tied in he told me to get out."
emotion aald, “0, what have f done; ability and
highly entertaining
head?’ When he said that he broke
“Where were you then?"
what have I done?" That was imme- program may be looked for. Tickets
Insanity Plea and the Unwritten Law
a chair. She said she shammed
clear down and was crying. It was
“I stood In the wood stTM. I realdiately after the pounding, according at Hardle’s, 76c, 60c and 36c.
Expected to Figure in Trial
greater pain than she felt to keep her ised that I had made an awful misthen Allison said. that." »
to Mrs. Mahan.
Started Yesterday
The next few questionsbrought husband’s attention from Allison and take. All the time I bad been thinkPOTATOES 25c A
/ The croea examination brought out PRICE
BUSHEL
out the awful detailsof the following said by her own mistake, she believed ing that perhaps I could hold his
that over an hour elapeed from the
Probably the most sensational case
Because of poor prices many thoutime Allison was tied until muttUated sands of bushels of potatoes have
over tried in an Ottawa Circuit court
with the chisel.
been stored for sale in the spring, to
a “wink of his voice,” and his own
came to trial Monday afternoon.
O
better advantage It Is hoped. There
personally
conducted
train
drew
up
Thomas Mahan, is being tried upon
According to Mrs. Mahan’s testiare a number of great warehouses
beside him. Daisy Lyleford looked
By WILBUR D. NESBIT
the charge of attempting to maim
mony, Allison refused to blame Maholding 20,000 bushels each or more
curiously at the strange little beast,
the person of Fred Allison, Jr., upon
ban for the deed, the next morning and many farmers are each able to
with its pathetic expressionof unfinding him at bills home with Mrs.
when she saw him at the Jail. Sbs put several thousands of bushels
0
pumpkin
pie!
varying patience and strict devotion
Athwart thy faco
Mahan on the night of April 14,
said Allison even asked her and ^er away in the same manner. It Is said
to duty.
that not ten per cent, of the great
T never had a pass over this route," A hundred fancies may I tracel
husband to visit him at the hospital.
1914.
crop has been send. Only twenty-five
1 aee the glint of summer sun,
she
said.
A carpenter’s’ chisel, a mallet,
Other witnesses introduced were cents per bushel Is now offered in
And
twilight,
when
the
day
is
done;
“You won’t find It such bad goln’,
scarred board, and a blood-soakel
Drs. Presley and Dr. De Kleine; Dep- Wexford county.
though it Isn’t ekal to the llghtnln' The sober peace of m< sing cows
floor mat, were carried into the court
uty Fortney who made the arrest, Fennvllle,Mich., Novs 24— A litexpress for speed. It gets there Just Who in the meadow grasses browse;
The
radiantglory of the morn
room from the jail to be used as exand Fred Allison. Their stories tle after midnight Monday, Fred
the same and lays over the express
That sweeps across the nodding corn.
hibits in evidence. They were the
were all in repltltion of the events Chellman, 19 years old, and Leetes
In the matter o’ landin'you moat genA thousand happy fancies start
erally In one piece."
Wright were returningfrom a drive
Instruments with which Mahan is
describedby Mrs. Mahan.
When tbon art nestling near my heart
He assisted Miss Lyleford to mount
In the country with a horse and carcharged to have designed to disable!
the palfrey of the hills and the jourriage belongingto the Wiitles Livery
19-year-old Fred Allison of Nunlca,
QUARTETTE THE BEST
ney was begun, the miner leading the 0 pumpkin pie I
of this place, they were struck by a
when he found him at the Mahan
I hear the breeze
burro along a narrow winding path
(Copyrightby Daily Story Pub. Co.)
home on Fourth street.
The WeatherwaxBros, quartette is Pere Marquette freight engine which
HERE was snow on the that ran across the foothills and along That whispered in the maple trees;
1
see
the
swaying
fields
of
wheat,
was backing near the depot. The
The court came to order with two
coming Wednesday, December 2.
peaks and the wind swept the edge of the canyon that opened
And
hear the birdsongs,clear and sweet;
down, the slopes and skur darkly into the heart of the range. The
hundred people eager to hear the
They are equal if not superiorto horse was badly mangled and buggy
And, low across the land at night,
ried wildly through the can- sun went suddenly behind the mounmorbid details of the case.
the
famous Whitney quartet which demolished. 'The boys Jumped in
I catch the ballad of delight—
yon.
tains and night closed down early
Thomas Mahan sat stoicallyby the
made such a tremendous hit here a time to same themselves.A veterinThe chant the cticket sings In glee;
The train pulled out from here while yet It was day In the valBide of his Attorney Jay Lindsey, apAnd summer comes again to me.
few years ago. The Weatherwax ary was summoned from Holland
the little mountain station ley. Over in the southwest flashes
O pumpkin pie! Thus dost thou cut
parently much concerned in ProsecuBros, began their career in the Mc- and the animal was shot.
and left a passenger who of lightning gleamed across the purThy joyous glamour o’er the past
tor Osterhous' examination of the stood on the platform looking over at ple heights and thunder rolled faintly
first twelve jurors called. By his the southwesternrange as If dropped up the canyon.
O pumpkin plel
side sat his wife, her face drawn in suddenlyfrom another planet into anj “You must not be afraid of our
Within thy breast
unknown
life which presented puzzles mountain storms. They don't amount
painful expression little resembling
These gladsome summer ftneiesrest;
of bewildering character.
the woman of a few months ago.
The golden sunshineand the dew,
“Be you Miss Lyleford?"
Have paid their tribute through and
Their three children all under 12
The girl looked attentively at the
through.
years, were with their mother — all
shaggy face as if with a view of clasThe
song the lark trilled in the sir
pretty children,and of well kept sifying it and assigning it a place in
Within thy form is echoed there;
appearance.
the vast museum of human nature be-

MRS. MAHAN'S RECITAL

I wasn't In the house, of course I

was Jected to Mahan'a attack.

minutes

j

CARES WHOLE SCANDAL

—

'

a

OF

"PUMPKIN PIE

i

mGeotfelPidett

"1

I

fore admitting her identity.

Fred Allison was not in the court

room

«at in the ante

room

“I

He

at the opening of the case.

am.

with Drs. Pres-

"Yas; I’m Dick’s pard."
Miss Lyleford extended her hand to

on the night of Mahan's attack and
until he was dismissedfrom the Marine Hospital months later. A few

him, while a smile

first

T am

drawing and the possibility

of impaneling a jury

lit

(Cqpjrfcht by

Monday seemed

“No;

said.

it’s t’other way

'round. I’m
owin’ you for a sight o' things; more
partlc'larlyDick's life."

“He will get well?’'
“Sure— now. The sight o’ you’d

The portrayalof a home under

call

minded by a seducer, the disturbance

back a man what had

already

staked his claim In t'other world and
of a circle, father, mother and chil- filed his application with the land ofdren — the unwritten law whereby
fice up yonder. He wouldn't want no
man may be pardoned for outbreaks land patent when he could take out
of a ferocious passion— are all ex- the patent for the. happinesso’ Jest
lookin’ at you.”
pected to be arguments for the deThe winning smile came back and
fendant.

dimpled her cheeks and filled each
prosecution will repeat curve of her face with ripplea of
the statement of Fred Allison, that light
“A girl what can make sunshine out
he never went to the Mahan home except by solicitationof Mrs. Mahan. o’ all the clouds around her can take
The jurors may be asked if a woman the grumps out o’ any man,” thought
“Dick’s pard," looking at her admirnearly twice as old in years could be
ingly.

And the

seduced by the youth, Fred Allison.

"Now, miss, we'd better mosey "he
and the road
of temporaryinsanity. Attorney 'long to our place isn't jist the path
Lindsey may attempt to show the I’d recommend a delicate young lady
to take when she wanted a constituJury that in a wild rage, born of the
tional to brace up a run down sysclrcumstanccB — when Allison was
tem. You ain’t skeered o' most things,
found at the Mahan norae — the de- are ye?"
Most of all pleas expected is that

said, “fer It's gittin’ dark

fendant attempted to carry out his

"I don’t think so."

plan of disabling Allison for life.

"No, I should think

If

a river of fire

Smedley & Lindsey are counsel for and brimstun was here and somebody
the defense; Prosecuting Attorney
Osterhous is unassisted.

pressed in the simple statement of the
relationship of this miner with bis

friend. She heard a soldier say once
"He Is my comrade,” with something
of the deep, soft, earnest Intonation of

her escort

A note

sound of her voice reminded him of a voice he used to
know away back In the year*— his
boyhood years— when he used to play
with a girl in the schoolhonseyard.
That voice had drifted away In silence long ago and he had not thought
of it for years, except sometimes
when he lay awake nights and heard
a soft wind sweep through the pine
trees. To his ear the wind had an
Afraid.”
undertone of sadness, as if It might
to much, ’cept/o look pretty.An’ this have drifted over a grave.
little cuss will take yon safe as a - A blaze of lightning lit up the mountain pathway. From the narrow ledge
rockin’ boss.”
She smiled up at the rugged, kindly that wound around a steep wall of
face that was dimly visible by the rock the girl looked down Into the
depths of a canyon that seemed to
flashes of light.
“I shall not be afraid of anything open Into the heart of the earth.
’Balaam will take you safe through,
with you to take care of me. I remember how good you were to Dick.” no matter how shaky It looks.”
"Sho\ now! I didn’t do anything She looked up Into the kindly, reasfor him. He was mighty good to me suring face, and smiled confidently.
when I hit the slag pile; that Is, when
“I am not afraid; but it all seems
I was down on my luck, you know.”
so strange and so beautiful,and aw"I know what you did," she said, ful. It is uplifted so far above the
softly, and her voice was like a strain world that I do not seem to belong
of music across the wind that drifted to earth any more. I wonder how the
down from the mountain. "He told people who are used to such scenes
me how you were his friend when he feel, and If they are not larger and
first came to the mines, a 'tenderfoot,' grander than we who live on the comhe called it, and how you 'knocked mon
out’ Big Stoker when he tried to play
“1 s’poBe most folks are about the
pranks on him. Then he told me same old bad pennies, no matter where
about the time you went prospecting they live nor. what they look at.”
together on the west elope. It seems
"How do you know about me so far
to me that I have gone over that trail away?”
scores of times. I have felt the desert
“Dick had told me where he come
sun blaze down on me till every drop from, and then, when he was out o’
of blood In my veins turned to fire.
his head, he talked about you, and I
"And then the climb away up the thought mebbe you lived back where
mountain, stumbling over rocks and he did. He didn't talk about anybody
slipping on smooth elides and scaling else, and I thought mebbe you might
almost vertical slopes, and then the be all he had, and then I sent the
top, shivering In the cold, freezing in telegram hoping you might get It and
the sharp winds."
come.”
"It is a little coldlshllke nights,
"You and I are all he has, and we

WAS ATTACKED BY HER
HUSBAND; EMPHASIZES
INSANITY IDEA
Says Her Own Mistake the Cause.
Mrs. Thomas Malian occupied the
witness stand the greater part of
Tuesday forenoon with her recital of
everj’ event leading up to the night
of April 14, 1914, when Fred Allison

was alleged to have been mutlliated

waitin’fer the sun to rise; but, lordy!

by a carpenter's chisel in the hand
of Mahan.
Without mincing matters she

tol

l

tow she and Fred Allison had lived
as husband and wife in both Grand
Haven and Muskegon. After she had
•stayed in Muskegon for a week with
Allison, she said Mahan came to the
*hotel Lawrence to find her’s and Alll-

son's names on the register. At that

time the

real beginning of the last

came. She said that
husband seemed doubly enfated
to think that she would receive him
tn the same apartments where she
Kamlly break

tier

"I

fiad lived with Allison.

Am

Deeply Indebted to Dick's
Pard/' She Said.

Her following recital of the days
wrhen she left the home In Grand yon wanted to see was over yonder
Haven, were filled with Incidents of you'd go to that person.*'
“Possibly."
privation and hardship. She tells
“Then you won’t mind a little run
4once of looking for employment in
like this. You see, we haven't any
dQrand Rapids with but 39 cents to
railroad to our mine. Sometime well

|ker name.

tm

’

the night this thing happened;

ftrfcat did

your hnsb&nd say to

Alli-

ton?" asked Attorney Lindsey.
"He appeared moody all that week
tike

I

had never seen him,’’ said Mrs.

when

the workln'a Is more for- that stuff?”
warder and we're a takln' the rocka
“He would have died that time If it
out by tons. But it takes a time and had not been for you.’’
while we’re poggln’ away we've got to
“That's nothin’ fer a man to do"
git across the mountains the beat we
“I think It Is a great thing for a
can, and that’s burro train."
man to do. It shows friendship,and
have,

'"'How did your husband appear.

when she does git
up? It kind o' pays fer settin' ’round
on top o’ the hill tryin’ to keep warm
by a brush Are that goes out mos’ as
soon as it kindles."
"Then that time Dick slipped on a
glare of ice and fell down the side of
the mountain Into a crevice,and you
crawled down and found him there
hurt so that he could not move, and
you put your own coat around him to
keep him warm and sat against the
wind to shelter him from it. 4Tou set
his broken ankle and nursed him
through all the days that he was helpless, watching him day and night.
Yoji scarcely ate anything in all the
time that Dlclc could not be moved,
lest the food that you had brought for
the Journey should give out and Dick
might suffer. Then, when he was
able to bear the motion, you carried
him In your arms down to the plain
and to the little station and took eare
Of him till he was well.”
“Bho’, now! Did Dick tell yon all
ain't it a fine sight

'

.!»

to

thank our

many patrons

for their very liberal patronage
during our Turkey

Sale. We

as-

sure you that we appreciate it
greatly and will try and merit some
your future business by good and honest

of

treatment.

Remember—

thank-

like the frogs, we are

ful for small favors.

We show

the same courtesy

to

those buy-

ing a collar button as to those who buy a

We

suit.

are here to serve and please you.

ffA/M r pa dno

s

Wanted
500 Men

to

have a suit case

free with a $10 or $15 suit,

Come

in

and see them.

will save him.”

The man

lifted his face

up toward

the dark iky.
“Yes, please God, we'll save him.”

They had left the narrow defile and
were on a high plateau.
“There is Tent Town Just before us.
That Is our camp. We have no houses
yet. Will you mind staying In a
tent?”
”1 shall love It I never saw a tent
before. It will be such a novel experience to live in one.”

“That
In It.

Is his tent that

Away over

has the

there.

Perfect

of Y ours
You may have

Glasses

ever had your eyes examined.

A large majorityof headachea are

clouds have divided and there is a
big, white star shining down onto 1LN
They fixed their gaze on the whits
tent and silence fell upon them until
they had reached the little duster of
tents and Daisy’s escort led her to the
one next that on which the white star

caused by the eyes.

And

in the world.will stop

them hot the

nothing

wearing of the right glasses.
That stops them almost at once
and keeps them stopped.

We can

tell you

in

five minutes

whether your headaches come from

shone.

"This Is yours next to his. BUl’a

that light Id tha window if he was is
that you might see it”
Shs stood for a moment In tha

tried a hundred re-

medies without relief, but have you

the

taking care of Dick. Do you see the
pink light in the window? That
means he la bettar. I told Bill to put

That Headache

Fitting

light

whe&

doorway and looked over toward the
east whart Thanksgiving day would
The expositor of mountain travel I think that la not a common thing dawn In a fsw hours. How full of
was tha daap, dark night
gave a peculiar cl£<&
fej qaU*$.
•

UH

E wish

in the

levels.”

TELLS OF EVENTS LEADING UP
TO THE NIGHT WHEN ALLISON

I

“Dick’s my pardner,” he said, quietly.
Miss Lylefordhad heard men say
“he is my brother" with less of the
finality of self-surrenderthat was ex-

deeply indebted to Dick's

small. However, Prosecutor OsterShe clasped her hands and a look
hous approved of twelve men finally of anxiety replaced the smile with
drawn after an exhaustiveexamina- which she had greeted him.
tion.

WUbur D. Nwblt)

up her face bril-

liantly.

Jurors were dismissed rapidly after pard," she
the

You. 1 suppose, are Mr.

Mawyer?"

and De Kleine, who attendedhftn

ley

For all these things of joy to me
Were caught and firmly held by thee.
0 pumpkin piel For all thou didst
1 welcome thee unto my midstl

your eyes or not.

Stevenson’s
THE
Optical Specialist
24 Eigllk St, Hotllii

HARD IE
Optkiai ari Jeweler
19

W.

8th

Sheet

«
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NETHERLANDS PAPER

DE-

CLARES QUEEN WILHELM1NA AND PRESIDENT

WILSON ARE TWO

NUMBER 47

HOLLAND PEOPLE WILL HAVE LIKE MR. GETZ GRAND RAPIDS G. VAN SCHELVEN GIVES INPeter Roels,
Insurance and O. O. D.
STRUCTIONS
HOW
TO
SEND
TO STAND THEIR PART OF
BANKER ALSO HAS 910,000
J. Haaijes,
Valuable parcels can be Insured.
PACKAGES BY PARCELS
John Roelofi,
WAR ASSESSMENT
BULL
The fee s five cents for $25, and ten
POST.

TIAL PEOPLE FOR

Etc., to Be ^ligher as Result

PEACE

of Tax.

Dudley E. Waters,

Chairman of

the Grand Rapids National City
Bank, now owns 360 acres of land
Just east of the city. The holding
comprises several parcels running

14 II

do

11 II
11 12

do

cents for $60.

MOST INFLUENTelegraph Messages, Telephone Calls

do

Prospective senders of insured
Person* Having Christmas Packor C. O. D. parcels may obtain at the
ages To Send Should Cut
post office, in advance, the number
This Out.
of tags which they will need, to be

Enterprising

Business Firms

filled out and attached to the parcel*
The war tax passed by congress to from Michigan avenue drive south to
Bugg«#tt These Two Rulers ComThe establishment of tho parcel before presentation at the post office.
make up the deficiency In the nation- Robinson road and includes three post has given a wonderful Impetus
ATTORNEYS AND NOT A RIM
mand Respect of all Parties; No
This will result in a great saving of
lakes. Mr. Waters has erected two
al treasury caused by the almost com
JAMES J. DANHOF
to the use of the mails as a means of
“Games"
silos with a capacity of 240 tons
time, not only to the postal employes,
plete cessation of Import duties causLAW OFFICE
each and has planned to add three distributing Christmas gifts, and in but to senders of such matter, beed
by
the war, .will become operative more silos of equal capacityIn the view of the increased weight limit, re3
and
4
Akeley
Block, 200 WtahUfThe H&ndelsblad, published in
sides relieving tho congestionat the
near future. He has purchased a duced postage rates, and other exDecember
10.
ton
Bt. Office Phone, Bell 4SS Grand
Amsterdam prints an editorial headpostoffice, and the inconvenience Haven, Mich.
After that date every person in $10,000 Holstein bull and is rapidly tensions of tho service, it is anticied “Is InterventionPossible?” In
caused patrons thereby.
acquiringa herd of high grade HolD1KKE.MA, KOLLEN A TUN GATE
which It urges the co-operatlonof Holland sending a telegram the cost stein cows, for which Jie Is paying pated that tho amount of mall during
G. Van Schelven,Postmaster.
the Queen of the Netherlands and of which amounts to 15 cents or from $300 to $500 a piece. Mr. the approaching holiday season will
ATTORNEY 8-ATiLA W
o
Water’s ambition Is to create and exceed all previous records.
Office over First State Bank. Both
President Woodrow Wilson of the more in tolls must pay a war tax ot
YOUNGSTERS
CHARGED Phonea.
maintain the largest and finest herd
In order that the Christmas mail
United States In using “this psychol- one cent on the message. Long dis- of Holstein cattle In Michigan and
WITH BREAKING FACTORY
tance telephone calls amounting to
ogical moment” to offer mediation by
those who know him have every rea- may bo handled promptly and satisLOUIS H. OSTBRHOUtt

-

-

ARK

15 cents will be taxed a similar sum, son to believe that he will very soon
together
with freight and express accomplishthis result.While he will
“Since in three and a half months
shipments,
and palace, parlor, or find a market for his milk in Grand
the peoples of Europe and Asia have
Rapids, he will not have to depend
sleeping car tickets.
been drawn Into war of which the
upon the proceeds of his farm to
This tax Is to be collected by the meet expenses.
original Issues now have been for.. — o
gotten," says the editorial, “future company which makes the collection
these two neutral nations.

-

.

Ideal results are Impossible.The

for the message or service, and Is to

degeneratingInto a pur- be turned over to the United States
poseless conflictcalling upon all the treasury at the conclusionof each
month. The revenue stamps will be
worst passions of all the nations.

war

Is fast

“Winter is approaching, and the on sale at various officesof the telemisery everywhere Is incredible. The gram, telephone, freight and passen-

Winship
Must

factorily,it

is

WINDOWS.

essential that the

public co-o-peratowith tho postal service to the fullest extent.

Tho De-

partment wishes to Impress this

fact

PROSECUTING ATTORNEY

Practices in all State and Federal
But four of tho boys charged with
'Courts. Office in Court House

breaking windows in tho Dearborn Grand

upon patrons and also the importance factory settled up with City Attorney
of the careful observanceby the Van Duren without trial, and Judge

Haven

Michigan.

PHYSICIANSAND BURGEONS

Hold Insurance (Companies public of the following simple direc- Kirby of the Ottawa county Probate J. J- Merten, Corner Tenth and Cencourt, under whose Jurisdiction the
tions:
tral Ave. ClUsene Phone
Buy Federal War Tax
boys will come if they are arrested
1416. BeU Phone
Time of Mailing
Stamps.

141

Patrons are vitally interested in for the offense, met with the boys
the delivery of packages on or before and their parents were notified to be
Insurance CommissionerJohn Christmas day, and hence every ef- present at the meeting: Andrew, son

MU BIO

Cook Bros. For the latest Popular
the battlefieldsis ger companies, December 1, and the Winship renderedthe following opin- forth should be put forth to make de- ofl John Brulnxeel; Tony, eon of
songs and the beat in the mutlo hue.
lax
stamps
will
be
placed
on
every
ion
in
regard
to
the
collection
of
the
livery of all Christmas packages be- Mannes Nyboer; Gerrit and Jake, Citliena phone 1260. 87 East Eighth
being Increased by numbers of innocent people, who are perishingfrom message, receipts and bill of lading federal stamp tax upon insurance fore the close of that day. In order sons of Gerrit Boerman; Bert, son Street.
to secure this object, and facilitate of John Prins; Albert, son of Corillness and starvation.Has not the for freight shipments issued on and policies:
number of dead on

moment come to save what can

“Two

'The situation in Michigan is such the labors of postal employes, the nelius Lamberts; Henry and Albert, LUMBER AND INTERIOR FINISH
These are some of the provisions that a company cannot pass this tax co-operationof patrons is earnestly sons of John De Groote; John, son Scott-LugereLumber.Co., 216 River
Street. Citizensphone 1001
of the special war tax which becomes as a separate item on to the assured requested.
of Anthony Zuidema; John, son .of

be after that date.

saved?
countriesare plainly Indi-

It should be noted in this connec- Sam Galion; Dick Rattschafer, with
cated as the ones which should make operativewithin a few days, and a or to the agent. If the company eeeks
list
of
these
sections
which
are
of
to
have
the
assured
pifr
the
tax
it
tion
that parcels may bear the words William Dieters; James, son of Jathe first attempt. They are the king-

the special interest to residents in this will be in violation of act No. 285 of "Not to be opened until Christmas," cobus Vande Weze; John, son of
the public acts of 1913, which pro- or similar inscription,and that this, Roelof For^ten; Paul, son of A. Van
United States — the Netherlands be- cty have been compiled.
Below
are
the
Items
selected,
to
hibits the collectionfrom the assured together wth early shipment,insures Ewarden; George, son of Melle Ten
cause this country Is without enemies
be
taxed,
the
amount
—
that
Is
the
of
any fee or charge in addition to the timeliness of Christmas gifts; Hoor; Edwhrd, son of Fred Vlsser;
and for centulres has been the cen-

dom of

the Netherlands

and

of

W. Johnson.
ter of the development of Interna- stamps that must be applied— and by the premium charge made by the whereas the practice of mailfhg pack- and Genoris, son
John
Waalwyn,
whose
ion Henry
company from assuming the risk. If ages late, in hopes that they will
tional law; the United States because whom it must be paid.
through Its geographicalsituation Shipments by freight or express: the company seeks to have the tax still reach their destination on Christ- was also implicatedhas moved to
and universally appreciated senti- each shipment where charge ex- paid by the agent, it will be in vio- mas day, is likely to defeat its own
ments and principles, Its much hon- ceeds 5 cents, 1c affixed and canceled lation of act No. 127, of the public object through unavoidabledelay,
ored president can offer his services by shipper. Bill of lading must bo acts of 1911, prohibiting rebates on due to the congestion of the malls at
premiums of fire Insurance policies, this particular season of the year.
without arousing suspicions on the issued for each shipment
Message by telegraphor telephone the only method by which the com“This is the moment to act. The Each message where charge is 15c pany can pass the tax on to the asAmerican minister at The Hague, or over, 1c to be collected by te>e sured would be by Including it in the

part of any of the warring nations.

who

thoroughly familiar with the graph or telephone company from the premium itself,as written in the policy and It would have to be included

is

Internal working of Eurtpean poli- person paying for the message.
tics, is

on his way to America, where

Palace, parlor or sleeping car: Seat as a part of the

premium and

not as

he enjoys the entire confidence of the in palace or parlor car, or berth in a separate Item.

“The company could do this, beAmerican government. Queen Wil- sleeping car, 1c company selllpg such
cause
we have no law regulating the
helmlna is respectedin America as seat or berth.
well as beloved. The Dutch minis- Vessel tickets: Passage ticket for rates. The company could not, howter of foreign affairs is well known as each passenger sold in United States ever, make a premium rate and a
he

Is

esteemed In America.

“The

now offered may never return. The time
has come to act Immediately, and
coming generationswill thank the
queen and the president for their
courage to say the first mighty word
possibility which Is

-

which will show the peoples of Europe the way to lasting peace.”

-

o

Mrs. J. Q. Van Duren, chairman

for passage by vessel to any foreign revenue tax charge also, nor can the
port or place, costing $10 or less, ex- matter be billed as two items to the

empt from tax; costing over $10, not assured. The entire charge must apover $30, $1; costing over $30 not pear as the premium.
over $60, $3; costing over $60, $5.

Stamp affixed and

“The above ruling

Is subject to

cancelled by pur- an Investigation as to whether a federal court has ever ruled that an in-

chaser.

Insurance policy on

property; surance company may pass a similar

against marine or other perils, $1 or federal tax on to an assured. If
fractions of premium, ^-c stamp af- such Is the case, I do not believe our

UNDERTAKING

JOHN 8. DYKSTRA, 40 BAST
EIGHTH

Street. OiUiens phone
12«7-2r.

DR. A, LEBNHOUTS
EAR — NOSE — and — THROAT
Office: Corner of Ith Street

and

River Avenue

OFFICE HOURS

Florida.

3 to 5:30

p-

ul

Dally 7:40 to 8:80

m.

Tuesday and Saturday
•• COMMON COUNCIL
evenings
^
(Official)
No Office Hours In the morning or
• Holland. Mich., Nov. 18, 1814. on Sunday.
Preparing of Parcels .
The Common Council met in reguSpecial attention is invited to the
DR. N. K. FRINGE
lar session and Was called to order
necessity of having parcels properly
by the Mayor.
Veterinary Physicianand Burgeon
wrapped and fully and plainly adPresent: Mayor Bosch, Aids. Night Calls promptly attended to
dressed (in ink, If practicable); the Prins, Slagh, . Drlnkwater, Congle- Phone
Holland Mich.
name and address of the sender must toh, Kammeraad, Vander Ven, VanMISS HELENE BELGIUM
also be placed, in the upper left band der Hill, Steketee, and the Clerk.
Teacher of Plano
The
minutes
of
the
last
meeting
corner.'
were read and approved.
Cits. Phone 1460
Tags should be avoided, if practicPetitionsand Accounts
Residence 187 West IMk 9L
able, but when used, should bo seGeo. De Witt petitioned for percurely fastened to the parcel, and a8 mission to move & house from tho
MEATS
a precautionarymeasure the address Northwest corner of Pine Avenue WM. VANDER VEER, 162 B. 8th
should also be endorsed on the parcel and 16th Street, to 20th Street near Street. For choice eteaka, fowls, or
Ottawa Avenue.
game In season. Citizens Phone 1048
proper.
Referred to the Committee on
All parcels must be presented at Streets and Crosswalks,with power DE KRAKER ft DE KOSTER, dealthe post office window (or to rural to act.
ers In all kinds of fresh and salt
Dr. H. J. Poppen petitionedfor
carrier,) and not placed in street
meats. Market on River Avenue.
package boxes. Do not seal them, as permission to move a barn from the Citizens Phone 1008.
corner of River Avenue and 16th
sealed packages are subject to pos- Street, to State Street, between Rivtage at the letter rate.
er and Central Avenues.
PLUMBERS AND ROOFERS
An essential feature in preparing Referred to the Committee on TYLER VAN LAN DEG END, Dealer
parcels for mailing, especially during SHeets and Crosswalks, with pow- in Windmills, Gasoline Engines,
p.

only

.

1146

•

anti-policy fee law would operate
er to act.
of the Civic Health Committee of the
Pumps and Plumbing Supplies, cits,
Custom house entry: Entry of against the decisionof the federal ing the holiday season, Is that they be
Mrs. A. C. Keppel tendered hef
phone 1038. 48 West 8th Street.
W. L. C. has made arrangements with, goods at custom house, either for court.”
firm and solid. This applies partfe- resignation as member of the Mov$
the Natlonal^TuberculosIs
assoclathfn consumption or warehousing: Not
o
ularly to paper boxes.- All- surplus ing Picture Censorship Committee.
.
V : DENTISTS
Accepted and filed, and the cenand with the manager of the Apollo over $100 value, 26c; over $100, not Well Known Quartet Which Is To space should be filled in with paper,
Dr. Jamee O. Scott
sorship committee requested to re
Theater in this city to enlist the aid over $500 value, 60c; over $600 valexcelsior,or the like, so as to render
Appear Here Usee Trumpets
Dentist
commend to the Committee on Ways
of the motion picture in the work of ue, $1; stamp affixed and canceled by
the package solid. No paper box, and Means, the names of others to
Hours: 8 to 12 a. m. 1 to I p. m.
Specially Made for Them,
anti-tuberculosispropoganda. The person making entry.
32 East Eighth St. Holland, Mich
unless thus prepared,can withstand fill the two vacancies.
Also Vocalists
picture will be shown here on Novem
Joe Fabiano ft Son petitioned for
— o
the handling it receives at depot
DRY CLEANERS
permission to construct a concrete
ber 25. Holland Is one of 75 cities CHAMPION COW SETS NEW RECtransfers, whether placed inside of
The
Weatherwax
Brothers,
who
block wall under their building on The Holland Cleaners, 8 East Eighth
in the United States for which the
mail sacks or not. Neglect to do this
ORD FOR MILK
Eighth Street, and to lay a cement Street. Citizens phone 1628. Dying,
are to appear here soon, did their
feature has been secured. The picoccasions more breakage and dam- floor in the cellar,at a cost of not cleaning, pressing.
first public work in the fall of 1890,
ture is shown In connectionwith the
age to- the contents of paper boxes to exceed $125.00.
. < BANKS
Referred to the Committee of
campaign for selling Red Cross seals California Bovine Produces More when they sang throughout northern than any other cause.
Iowa in the notable McKinley camBuilding Inspectors.
Than 80,000 Pounds in Less
THE
FIRST STATE BANK
that is now In progress.
Written inscriptionk,such as Reports of Standing Committees
paign. They made such a hit everyCapital Stock paid in ------- 60,000
Than Year
The picture was prepared by the
“Merry Christmas,” “Happy New The Committee on Ways and Surplus and undividedprofits 60,000 *
where that year that there was an
Year,” “With Best Wishes,” and Meins to whom was referred the Depositors Security------- 160,000
Woodland, Cal., Nov. 18. — Cham- immediate demand for them on the
4 per cent interest paid on time
numbers, hames or letters for pur- communicationof Edgewater Hospion Tillie Aloartra,
Woodland Lyceum and Chautauquaplatform.
pital-reportedLaving Interviewed
.
pose
of
description,'
are
permissible
cow, has set a new record for milk
Miss Barendse and made arrange- Exchange on all buftneea centers
This quartet, in additionto vocal
additions to parcel post mail. Books ments for her to take care of necesproduction in excess of 30,000
domesticand foreign.
music, also appears In a trumpet quar
pounds in a year.
ray bear simply dedicatoryinserjp- sary city patients for the period of
The year will be up tomorrow, but tet which always brings forth the ad- t.jns, hot of a personal nature Other 8,x months at the rate of $15.00 per Ok J. Diekema, Pres.
J, W. Beardslee, V. P.
the 30,000 pounds mark was passed miration of those who love rich, howritten additionssubject parcels to week, and that the city Is not to bo
several days ago.
oric music. Trumpets are comparliable for any patients unless orderTHE PEOPLES STATE BANK
letter postage. Communications preTillie Alcartra is a 6 year old Holed -by the Ulmlnnan of the Comatively seldom used on the Lyceum
Capital stock paid in ---- ....$60,000
steln-Frieslan.She set a new record
paid at first-class rate' may be sent mittee- on Poor, City Physician,or
Additionalstockholder's liabillast year, surpassing by a few pounds platform, and It is a treat to hear
with parcels prepaid at parcel post Chief pf- Police; also that they
ity.....™ .......L ........ .........60,000'
the 29,692 pounds mark made by a them when well played. The trumrate; provided, they are securely at- have entered iutq a contract with Deposit or security—
— ....,100,000
Massachusettscow.
pets which they use were made es
her which she has signed, and retached to outside parcels.*. • 4
Pays
4 per cent intereet on Savlngi
commended that the same be appecially for this quartet.
. Deposits
. Fragile articles, such as millinery, proved ahd that the Mayor and
FELT IN PLACE OF SOLE LEATH- As to the vocal work of this quar•
'DIRECTORS
toys, musical Instruments,etc., and Clerk be ordered to exeente same on
tet, all four brothers have fine voices
A. Vischer, D. B. Keppel, Daniel Ten
ER
Edison company and Its title is “The
articles consisting wholly or in part behalf of the city. . s
Cate, Geo. P. Hummer, D. P. Yntema,
and
have
had
years
of
practice
to/ Adopted, all voting aye.
Temple of Moloch.” It will be as
You may be wearing shoes with
of glass, or contained in glass, must
J, G. Rutger.
gether,
which
has
resulted
in
most
On
mdtlon
of
Aid.
Odngleton,
\
entertainingas any motion picture soles of felt Instead of leather.
be Securely packed in a double-faced
The matter of assistance io tho
The continuous rise in the price excellent harmony. They have all
atory, a regular plot haying been pro
corrugated paste-board or wooden City Treasurer was referred to the
of leather has set manufacturers to been natural musiciansfrom their InNEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
vlded, Including a love story of concudgeling their brains fo{. a substi- fancy, and as some one has truly box, and the parcel stamped or la- Committee on Ways an<t Means, with
FRIS BOOK STORE
'
siderable interest.The plot hinges tute. It has perhaps been found in
beled "Fragile.” Parcels so labeled power tp
The Committee on Claims and 'Ac- Books, Stationery, Bibles, NeW»on the adventuresof a young doctor felt, which is much less expensive, said, “Their voices have a decidedly will be handled with the greatest
• papers, and Magazines
counts reported having • examined
who finds health conditionsin the but wears two or three times as long. family blend.” A unique feature of
30 W. 8th
Phone 1748
the followingclaims: H
It is manufactured'bya special this organizationIs that there are 2
factory owned by tl*e father of the
Perishable
Articles
Richard
Overweg,
clerk,
,
66
25
treatment of waterproof felt, which readers In the company.
DRUGS AND BUNDIES
girl he loves very bad. A struggle makes it look very like leather. The
Articles of a perishable nature can F. ET Krnlsenga, asst.' clerk/ 24 00
•
—
o
DOESBURG,
H. R., DEALER IN
A.
Van
Duren,
city
atly.
x
.
26i>
00
ensues between what he considers Inventionhas many good qualities;
not be accepted, unless In such conA
new
kind
of soap Is to be used
H.
Vanden
Brink,
treap.,
21
83
DRUGS,
medicine,
paints, oils, toilet
it
will
not
slip
on
wet
or
waxed
surduty and his love for the girl, duty
dition at the time of mailing as to
G. Van Zanten, collector,
21
articled. . Imports and domestic
faces, and is made in sb many de- without water, says an exchange.
winning. Later tuberculosis attacks
grees of flexibilitythat it may be We’ll soon be able to dry-clean our- reasonably assure .their arrival at Jerry Boerema, Janitor,
A3 751 cigars.' Cltlsena phone 1281. 22 B.
the family of the owner of the fac- treated precisely like leather. Felt selves, as It were.
destination and delivery in good or- C. Nlbbelink,assessor,
60 00 Eighth Street.
tory and the doctor Is vindicated. The is a non-conductorof heat and cold,
o
M. Prakken, services.12 60
der. ‘ This is obligatory, In order to
labor
14 46
Chaa. Osborn bows to the will of protect other mail matter against A.
factory owner sees what he must do and It is consequently, claimed that
G. Ten Brink,, do
12 63 Or. Bell’s Antiseptic Salve
and improves conditions. Incident- felt-soledshoes will be comfortablethe people— -but probably not to damage or loss.
Wm. Ten Brink*, do
11 11
in winter and summer for thia reason their judgment.
Good for all Skin Diseases.
ally the young dpetor wins the girl.
B.
do
16 24
fixed

and canceled by purchaser.

—
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deposits.
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act.

care.
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Holland City News

same, or to any recepUble or pack- removed from such dwelling home
aSf «lm- age containingthe same, a card or or premises.
34 08 Board o( A»«.or. will m«t
D.
do
25
11
d®
A. J. Van Dyk,
Connell rooms on Friday,
30 65
Rule 33. In case of death from
“I'' --D*C. bualuM., except aucU tag sUUng that the same has been
11 11 Peter Bontekoe, do
Oerrlt Van Wleren, do
38 50| 1914, at 7:30 o'clock P. M. to re- not to give rise to offensive odors
condemned
and
the
reason
therefor. scarlet fever, diphtheria, measles or
Frank
Van
Ry,
ch.
of
pol.
11
11
da
J. Wentink,
16 42 view said rolls.
Rule 11 Every butcher and mar- •mallpox,the body shall be privately
special police,
8 00 C.
do
H. Wossink,
The Board of Assessors reported Rule 4. The keeping and main- ket man shall keep the floor blocks, conveyed to the cemetery and burled
12.00
Alfred JoWersma, clerk
60
taining
of
hogs
or
bog
pens,
within
12
do
R. Vlsser,
the special assessment roll for the
the city limits, is hereby expressly counters,locker, utensils and every therein without any public funeral
11 11 Law. De Witt, driver and
do
C. Plagenhoof,
first and second sprinklingdistricts.
35
00
forbidden;nor shall It be lawful for part of his market and premises, servicee. In such cases burial shall
00
8
do
janitor,
H. Spoor,
On motion of Aid. Congleton,
within twenty-fourhours after
any person, firm or corporation tn clean and free from all filth and dirt
32
50
11 11 Frank Stansbury, driver
do
John Drost,
Resolved,that the foregoingspec- 11/ ycaouia, ...... --- ..
.
have
and
maintain
any
stable, yard and
11
7
50
11
do
Holland
City
News,
printing,
L. W .Meyer,
ial assessment roll be and hereby is
Rule
12.
Every
baker
and
eonfec
™
or
structure
where
cattle
are
kept
.42
<4
3
do
N. Vander Welda, gaso.
M. Drost,
confirmed,and
0f any
dwelling tioner, and every dealer In baked I ‘V*.
4 00 P. P. Costing supplies, 6 70
do
John Kroll,
Resolved,that the said •PrlnW
1<1|n'
well or goods and confectionery, shall keep
...
76
00
4
Herman De Fouw batteries 2
do
Otto Brand,
aiMumant roll
roll be
be directed
dieted to the house, occupied bulldl“‘his cases, counters, tables and uis*- L.RfU ve r24;u!^f
44
5
do
for
collectlo-H,
and
that|«prln..
nor
any
.tructure,
yard
or
50
Gerrlt Evlnk,
Boston ResUurant, meal ticket, 4
for collection, .'““I^VlMire for the confining of chick- sils, shelves and every part of his Iet f®T dlPhtJierla»meMlea*
24 00 H. P. Zwemer, oats, hay, etc. 87 80 Treasurer
do
J. Vander Ploeg,
the Clerk be Instructed to attach his
or 8(abIe place of business, dean; and shall h1’ tubeieulosls or any dangerous
00
24
do
41
A. Aldertnk,
A. J. Pierce, repairs, drain
warrant for the collection
"
l,eB
0r other animals protect all such baked goods and cora^unicable disease, and no
24 00 E. Vaupell,repairs,
do
85
T. Nauta,
roll.
are kept within twenty-five feet confectioneryfrom dust, dirt, flies, corpse of any person having died
24 00 G. Cook Com, supplies
do
00
Wm. Roelofs,
Carried,all voting aye.
from any dwelling house or occupied and all manner of filth, until dellv-|fromany of the above named diseas00
24
do
70
B. Coster,
James Kole, repairs,
The Acting Engineer* reported re building except that of the owner of|ere<) ^ the customer,
es, and no article which has been In8 00 Fred Smith, labor
do
00 latlve to the quality of
P. Zantlng,
_ animals,or within fifty | _________
____ Contamination oflfected with or Is liable to convey any
said
fowl
or
To
Prevent
00
18
.do
52
Herman Roster,
H. Vanden Brink, adv. fares
P1,ed,
, pim(, Trim. feet of a’ny weTl or
Drinking Water.** ...... .....
H such (Uaease, shall be brought with18 00
do
Dick Derks,
• 43# 091 TlH? Holland Bonus
Bt An Btables. yards,
Rule 13# No privy| vauW( or Cesa- In the limits of the city of Holland,
89
48
teamwork,
J. Vn Hoef,
I tees presented the following enclosures,
where horses, cattle, or
ahan
or
the special permit and dlrec58 00
do
Allowed and warrants ordereu 1sK. Buurma,
"u,‘
rt,por,:
„
fowl
are
kept,
ih»U
be
kept
f«e
well
lion of the Board of Health.
00
24
do
J. H. Knoll,
sued.
, #°lll unuani\ pi, v from filth and dirt. All manure
7 «udd1v us- Ru,e 25> In cage
ot'
42 00
do
H. P. Zwtmer,
The following bills, approved by
(See report in full in o and ty l ^
,n bin8 completelyenclosed.
f*r
0r drinking pu^es. death' from *** of the afore raentloQ
28 00 the Board of Public Works, at a
do
8. Pluenhoef,
News dated Nov. 19,
Lttom, top, and sides, and from the L lg
thgt whgenPeve^ny ed conUgious diseases, the clothing,
8 00 meeting held Nov. 16, 1914, were
do
8. Nlbbellnk,
.50
llrat
day
of
May
to
“„1|,
aprloy,
or
aouree
of water »np-lfMma’*“d *u *uctl *rtld« “ ma)'
Holland City Gaa Co., pis,
ordered certified to the Common
Received and filed, all voting a>t kjoven,ber of each year shall be kept1
Klomparena & Landman paintMotions and Renolutioos
Council for payment:
ing
2 75 R. B. Champion, supt.
83 33
n?Zr« bins
bins shall
shall be
entirely "‘“‘'J.lsameshall
f,® be
B°^d
On motion of
manure
ueleui‘7'
put 0In a safe and tides aa cannot be thoroughly dlsChaa. 8. Bertsch, wiring booth. 2 91
37 50
P. Brusse, clerk,
Resolved, that the
leii and thoroughly cleaned at lea8t whoie#ome condition, or shall be infected shall be destroyedby burn10
Boston Reataurant, lunches, 33
20 50 er bonds, to-wlt: 23rd °lr®^ “
ing.
Clara Voorhorst,steno.
once in every two
removed and its use discontinued,
B.
orders 8 00 G. Van Zanten, collector,
11 60 er, East 15th Street sewer Eaet 2tst Rule 6. spitting or expectora
AJl prlvy y
Rule 26. No bouse or tenement
50
Rule
14.
All
privy
vaults
and
cess
H. 0. Vanden Brink, do
11 50 Street sewer, and ^e8t 4th 8ty „ upon the floors of any public Midvacated
by a person or persons afH.
Vanden
Brink,
treas.
ghall
be
cj0aned
once a year,
A. Harrington,
6 50
II 50 be purchased from funds In the
glreet carf or public conveyance
fected by any of the diseases herein
A. E. McClellan, engineer,
.40
Blahop & Raffenaud, keys,
36 00 eral Sewer Fund, and said fund b« „
any Sidewalk, crowing, en- between the drat day of April and mentioned or referred to, shall
do
SO Bert
Holland, City News, printing,
,llc pUce, u
da,
of each thereafter be re-occupled until It
35 00 rdmburaed, a» the aanre are paid h, - „ p , or
Frank
Chrlspell,
do
15
James Kole, repairs,
35 00 taxes.
shall have been disinfected by the
Frank
do
40
M.
coal
30 00
fn iccordance" with
Fred Smith, fireman
67
H. A. Naiberhuls, city eng.
30 00
On'mMlon
of
Aid.
Congleton.
Idlnance
relaUDf
uollcc de 9CaVenger [? llghtlf covered.,Un^ I
t* laid
Fred
Slikkers,
do
00
Jacob Zuldema, asst. eng.
KesoWed that the city Clerk At- strictly enforced by by the police
,
, approved by down by the sute Botrd of Health.
30 00
Clarence
do
T. Keppel’sSons, pipe, cement
John De Boer, coal passer 28 00 ,nrntv he instructed to negotiate for partment of the City of Holland. he Board of Health, and conveyed Rule 27i puimonary tuberculosis,
278 19
35 00 the sale of the Street Improvement Rule 7 AR rubbish, such as waste to a Place at least one-fourth of one or oongumption, being regarded by
James Annli, eng.
.63
De Free Hdw. Co., supplies
tln'cans, leaves, ashes, cast mile outside of the city limits,there tbe medlcal professionas an InfecC. J. Roicboom,19th St. att, 25 0(> Bonds for the North River
Butties Fuel & Bldg. Materf0r
off
crackery,
bottles, glassware,
disposed of by the trenching tioUB and comraUDloabledisease, and
26
10
A
do
Pavement.
74
ial Co., gravel,
and such other substancesas do not method. The, scavenger shall deodor- dangeroug to tbe pUbRc health, It Is
40 00
Abe
Nauta,
electrician,
___
.
9?
P. M. Rd. Co., freight,
ronstltute garbage
garbage shall be M1® the contents of the cesspool orlordered tbat every physicianIn this
Aid. Vander Ven reported having nmmxriv
properjyconstitute
J. P. De Feyter, line foreman 33 17
501
G. J. Rlemersma, gravel,
32
50
reived
Several
complaints
in
suitable
bins
or
containers, vault before removing the same, by city( attending any person having
Chas Ter Beek, lineman
50
09
__
rrnm
• ,1 b0 removed before the! mixing with solution of copperas ort,,,,,,},
av. a 1 fnwtti<vith
mnnr*
Mias Mailed care of Langhuts
or|8Ucb ^laaaaa
d|gwlge( MjgH
forthwith report
Guy Pond, elec, meterman
55 Ing the dense smoke entitled from und
00
W. M. Toy t Co., snow plow,
first day^of June of each year andlother approved, efficient deodorant. tbe game to tbe Board 0f Health, In
9^ I John Van Dyk, lamp trimmer, 33
th smoke stacks of the SugaMrs. J. Boerma, laundry,
n-fcin before the first day of Decern- The expense of cleaning out such
manner a8 in the case of
Wm Wlnstrom, stock keeper, 32
00
C. Kalkman, crosswalk,
l0,T; r^he refr^to a committeol
^rT
any oflvault and cesspool snail be paid by other contagiousdiseases; and every
Martin
Kammeraad,
trouble0u
matter be referred
01 iv.! 1, 1.0 <i<ann«it(kduoon anv the owner, agent, occupant or ten- householder,in whose family a case
H. J. Klomparens, orders,
20 50 of
three to be appointed
theUch rubbish be d^po^
ant of
on which the
man
00
Hotel Bristol,room rent,
60
of pulmonary tuberculosis Is known
27
Chas. Vos, meter Insp.
28
If
ri;f*aJi!ty,
bv
0?
the
same
are
located,
but
In no instance to sxlst, shall notify the Board of
First State Bank, orders,
Jane
Kamerllng,
water
insp. 37 60
00
had and ob- shall the
fee be larger than such as Health of the removal of the patient
Callagham & Co., law books,
The Mayor appointed as such com
com|Board of Health, fir^t
first had
by the
Ralph Van Lente, water meterfrom the house of tenement,or of
89
Vander
Ven,
Lajup^,
man
mlttee Aldermen
11698.96
Rule 8. A garbage districtIs here agreement with the ,lcen8^d w‘a''®n'|the removal of the family, giving the
90
labor
Dick Ras,
Vander Hill and Steketee
ger as provided for by the ordtn- new address.
Ob motion of Aid.
nirkunn
71
On motion of Aid. Congkton. Jby M‘*b'lfb*<l.shnll ^loclndc
q( the CUy o(
do
Clty of Holland.
Tke keyeral claims were allowed Wm. Dlckaon,
V. General Provisions.
00
do
Resolved,
that
the
houra
In
...
'b*:
i,e
governed
No
coarse
rubbish,tin cans, metwith the exceptionot the claim of
Rule 28. It shall be the duty of
60
e Treasurer shsl. be in bl.^ office jin,,,, and which •bjdl be .overned
wlre, or W(
do
the
CaHagkaa & Co., for book, amoootthe owner, or owners, of any build001
do
for the
ing, lot or premises, in the City of
lug to
Id Hoekstra
78
do
same
Holland, whether occupied by himTh. Committee
peter Hoek.tra,
do
22
do
Knoll,
'’XTthe'lasTwsVkfor tba collection Uoum,’ bosrdlng house
^“^rrca'n‘5;
|^k°'
to “be
or premises,to be
12
do
of taxes, the Treasurer
rendered temporary
aid awe*
for the
rtnaereu
ieuniwi»i
— two]
-- -1.
Rn^lofs
9 45
do
Bu((lc^t dry earth, aab-jS'll^:
his office from 8:30 o’clock A. M'
weeks ending Nov. 18, 1914, amount John Roelofs
13 12
do
Dyke,
to 8:30 o’clock P. M.
of
PS or Maked lime must be used daily I riliA.
rp^utinn#
mg to
,Avtn
16 80
do
may accumulate between times of t0 ab90rb all the flu|d parta 0f
P. J*
J Oosttog.
.
Rule
29.
If any building, lot. or
Accepted.
12 00
collection; each can to have a cap ’ dpp0g|t jbe maximum fee for
Oerrlt Van Wleren, do
motion of Aid Kammeraad,
premises, within the City of Holland,
The Committee on Ordinances
Wcntlnk
00
12
do
The Council went Into the Com-hty not t0 **5®®^ handle8 ball and clean,n* tDynBUC5 drau er.,Jha11.^lls not kept In a sanitary and healthported for Introduction
ordln-|f: !!*nu.n:16
do
H. Wasslnk,
mittee of the Whole with Alderaah provW^ wlth a handle ba
fixed by the Board of Health, under fu, condltIon( and In accordance with
ance enUtled, “An Ordinance Rela00
8
do
R. Vlsser,
These
itne provisions .0(
or me
Congleton
as
chairman.
Jbe
so
Xced
tbat
,Ly
shan
a?
‘b.^rdlnance. of|tbMe rule#
rule, and
and regulations
reIulatlon., ltle
'tlve to City Scavenger.” The com00
do
,th offlcer City inspector or
therein be so placed that they shall at all he C1 of HoRandt provided,howC. Plaggenhoef,
After
sometime
spent
mittee recommended that the rules
11
do
through
H. Spoor,
, 00
ww the committee arose and
«f the Council be suspended and
no'
do
that they ing or emptying the same annl
John Drost,
7.60
1
their
chairman
reported
4 that the ordinance be placed on its
for
;a
other
receptable
shall
be
use
do
Leon Mulder,
where In the opinion of the Board Health BhaU gerve a notl<.e upon th#
had under consideration an ordlnImmediate consideration.
7 50
of Health, sewer connoctlon can reas-1[owner, agent, or occupant of said
Ordlnance
Rela- garbage.
Berkshire Mfg. Co, supplies
ance entitled, “An
Adopted.
Second— All garbage accumulat- onably be had.
asked conpremises,requiring said premises to
Tke Ordinance was read a first Barclay, Ayers & Bertsch, sup- 20 48
» between the times of collection
Rule 16. It ihall be the duty of be put in a sanitaryand healthful
and second time by its title, and
R. B. Champion, exp. to Chgo 17 68 its passage, also that they had under shall be placed In such cans; Provjd' every owner, agent, or occupant of condition, and In accordance with
On motion of Aid. Kammeraad,
tin cans, wire, or metal
“r
dwellln* hou« or other bnlld-,^ ru,M and r6buUtl0M, within x
considerationan ordinance entlU^. ed, that
Ths Ordliaaca was referred to the I PittsburgMeter Co., meter
a
.
^ *d
00 “Health Rules and Regulationsas Of any kind, glass, chlnaware croc* jng ,n whlch there
ery, or coarse rubbish, shall be pla 1, any coromuntcabl, dl»..e dang- luc(l noth,e „ ,'ald owner| afent or
56
corrected and adopted by lhe B°ar‘l
801
ed In such
erous to the publle health, to Im- occupant shall fall to comply with
of Health,” that they had made sunThird — All garbage deposited ln mediately give notice tnereof to the
20
dry amendments thereto, asked consaid cans shall be removed once a Health Officer of the City of Hol- the requirements of said notice,
0b!
nwa therein
thPFPin and
wob referred the Reeotutlon fromlJas. Kole, blacksmithing,
currence
and recommended week by a licensed scavenger or gar- land
within the time therein named, It
57
Health relative to Hav- Scott-LugersLum Co lumber
their passage.
bage collector,except In cases of ho- Ru|e 17 Any phy^ian wbo may gha11 be the duty of th® (;,tyK
On motion of Aid. Congleton,
lag certain premises connected with | Norfolk Chesapeake Coal Co.,
tels, restaurantsand boarding boU8' |be called to attend any case of com- tor ^ cause
!°
90
coal
*
The report of the committee was es, where garbage shall be C0Hect- mun|cabje disease dangerous to the|aad tb® expense thereof s all e
MBitary
sewer,
reported
as
*
73
IllinoisElec. Co., anchors
adopted and the ordinancesplaced ed and removed daily. The expense bUc beallh ghal, at once report charged to such owner, or railed
79
lew:
J. I. Holcolb Mfg. Co, brush
ou the order of their reading of bills.
of such collctlon shall be paid by
fage t0 tbe Health Officer. f«alnat th®
8P®i'
(For report In full, see Holland Adams Bignall Electric Co.,
The report of the committee was the owner, agent, occupant or tenant
Nq
witb any al i*»«8om«nt9 are levled aDd C0‘
1
47
City News dated November 19.
globe,
adopted and the ordinancesplace*
of the premises from which
commun|Cgbiedisease dangerous to I lectedFostoria Inc. Lamp Dlv. lamps
on the order of third reading o! garbage Is collected, but in no InJ1914.)
bl,c bealtb nor any clothlng Rule 3 °'
^
!
363
stance sh,all the fee charged for such
lbat may have ?TJ?
bins.
11
Third Reading of Bilw
ThehspeHul1 Committee to whom F. Bluell Co.’ ',rlc^n,
collection exceed five cents per week
eXp0ged t0 infection, shall be bu,ld,D* or premls®?;1o°r f^h
69
An Ordinance entitled. An Or
was referred the matter of the con- ID. L Frorup & ( o., carbon
for each can, whole or part.
I removed, nor
shall any occupant ®an* **fk4*e; °^atrw
“8yf
dltion of the so-called Boone barns, T. Keppel’s Sons, »«wer pipe,
dlnce Relativeto City Scavengers, of restaurants and hotels, tight bar’ take up residence elsewhere, without bave
.ttber® byh°
Uh
reported as follows: (for report in H. A Naberhuls, labor 13
was read a third time, and
rels with tight fitting covers may be the coJ8ent aQd under tbe directionlthe Board of Hea,th‘ or th® Heallh
On motion of Aid. -Congleton.
[Officer.
used In place of
of the Health Officer.
Resolved,that said ordinance d.
Fourth— The scavenger or
Ru,e J9 Nq teacher> principal, Rule 31. Every licensed veterinnov iT
C"y N'eW’' 4,164
°n‘ 2 o'<
arian, practicing In this city, shall
Adopted, by yoas xnd nay. a, fol- L Voa.dl
*\ now pass.
bage collector shall provide a ®°'.er* profrar, or superintendent, any
t
th Hpa]th
ed tank wagon, so ,,onstructed that
bool coUege> or gunday ^pQjMmmedfcately
4be
Carried, all voting aye.
TEAS: Alda. Prink, Slagh. Fob- Zeeland Brlck Co
» 5b An Ordinance entitled,Health it shall not leak or spill, in which a11 Lhan knowingly permit any child, ?Iffce^, a,!yJ;n,ma} affected ^ thf?ny
gleton, Kaihmeraad, Vander Ven. Babcock Wilcox Co
Rules and Regulations us corrected
garbage to be removed shall be colj9^
any eommui
^e n^L hUth Jh
ateketeb
............6. Geo. Van Landegend, brass, .-o
and adopted by the Board of Health lected and conveyed to places aM|Cabie disease, or any child, or per-*aIllmalB• or t0 the publc health’ the
_
8 nay*- noie ............. H. Channon & Co., glass
cutter 1 4U was read a third time, and
nature
of
such
dlaeaie, and the
least one-quarter of one mile out-|
In a house where there
G.
Blom,
drayage,
'
On
motion
of
Aid.
Congleton,
side the city limits, there to be disAids. Drinkwater and Vander
H. Mueller Mfg Co, contract 50
Resolved, that said ordinance do posed of.
Hill were excused from voting.
The Mayor presented the follow- City Treasurer postage,
now pass.
Bishop & Raftlinaud, repairs 2
°th735
Said resolutionprevailed, by
ing message: (see message in full,
Van Dyke Hardware Co., supor tuberculosis,to attend school, 0j Holland.He shall also Immediate!h Holland City News dated Nov. 19.
62 yeas and nays as follows:
1
YEAS: Aids; Drinkwater, Con- odoraas’ posilb^;frnorfshall the” be class, or service under his or her|[y feport to the Health Officer the
1914).
Geo. Cutter Co., cross arms 2 64
Vander Ven,
Accepted and filed.
20
m8teketee,.... ............r>*
The Mayor presented the follow- American Express Co., express,
ing message (see message in full, In Stover Engine Co. repilri, * *° V“d*vra, n'e. PHn* Blaxli, . ...2.
Bd. of Public Works, light and
collect the garbage, nor
Holland City News dated Nov. 19,
335
Adjourned.
power,
RICHARD OVERWEG, the city limits except by permission may attend without danger of com-i or which he has reason to believe
1914.)
muntcating the disease to others.
• City Clerk.
that the milk Is being iold or furnthe health officer.
On motion of Aid. Drinkwater,
62863.45
Rule 20. Upon receipt of the no-| ished in the City of Holland.
II.
To
Prevent
Contamination
of
Whereas, (see preambles and
— otice provided for In rules 16 and 17,
Allowed and warrants ordered IsVI. Penalties.
Food.
ORDINANCE NO. 311
resolutions in Holland City News,
the Board of Health, or Its officers,
In addition to any other penalty
sued.
Rule
9. It shall not be lawful for
dated Nov. 19, 1914.)
Th® City Treasurer reported tna HEALTH RULES AND REG LA any vendor of meats, poultry, fish, whenever In their opinion a disease) herein provided for, any person or
Carried.
dangerousto public health exists, persons who shall violate any of
TIONH AH’ OORREC’TED
collection of $696.91 interest on
vegetables,fruits, candy, or con(Vnnimmi rations from Board and
AND
ADOPTED
BY
THE
shall
take the necessaryraea*ure8 by|tb0ge rules, upon conviction thereof
dally balances In tbe several banks,
fectionery to expose the same on tfie
and (Tty Officers
BOARD OF HEALTH
placard, quarantine,and otherwise,
be punished by a fine of not
for the last quarter.
outside of markets, stalls, or streets,
The followingbills, approved by
to prevent the spread of such dlB-|lege tban tWQ dollars nor more than
Accepted, and Treasurer ordered THE CITY OF HOLLAND ORDAINS
In
open
windows
or
doorways,
the Board of Park and Cemetery
3. To Prevent Contamination of
ease.
one huddred dollars, and costs of
Trustees, were ordered certified to charged with the amount.
Justice Miles reported that no
d jr r*d u
n Ufa1 *
es^ fan dC
n y Inju™
Rule
21. No person shall remove I prosecution, or by Imprisonment In
the Coramou Council for payment:
Jt Is hereby ordered by the Board
moneys had been collected by him
substance' it li a?so required or deface any card or sign from any the city jail of the city of Holland,
32 50
J. A. Kooyers, supt.
of
Health;
as
Justice of the Peace for the
that
all fish and ppultrv intended building or premises, which may or county ^all of (HUwa County, for
00
11
H. Te Sllgter, labor
Rule 1. No person, firm or cor- foJ sale l^he City of Ho laXahall have been placed there by order of a period not exceeding ninety days,
month of October.
24
J. Vaa
Co
poration shall deposit or permit to be drawn and nroperircleaned im- the Board of Health or Health Of- or both such fine and imprisonment
Filed.
23
A. De
do
The Clerk reported that punu-» remain In or on their premises any mediately after being
flcer* N° occupant or said placarded in the discretion of the court or
filthy or stagnant wateir any foul
Rule lY It shall be unlawful for building or premises shall leave the magistrate. And In case a fine and
690 5C ant to Instructions from the Coun- slops, foul drains or garbage,decayanyone to sell or offer for sale any same, and no person, except the at- costs only shall be Imposed, such per
Allowed and warrants ordered Is cil he had glYen notice of tbe pro- ing or decayed animal or vegetable
tuUtHl unwholesome or diseased tending physician, nurse, and clergy- son may be commited to said city
posed construction of a lateral sewer
•
matter, decaying or decayed fruit,
The following bills, approved by In Eighteenth Street, between Van or any offensive thing that may give meatsfleh poultry of products of man, shall enter the same without jail or county Jail of Ottawa County,
lame or any dwayed or unwhole first obtainingthe permissionof the until the payment of iuch fine and
the Library Board, were ordered Raalte and Maple Avenues, and of rise to poisonous,foul, or offensive
lemf Xult or ve^tablas nor shall Board of Health or the Health Of- costs not exceeding ninety days.
cortlfledto th® Common Council for the time for hearing objections or
meat
poultry,or other Acer; provided,that such physician. These health regulations shall
suggestions to same, and that no ob^ gasee or vapors; nor shall they de
payment:
posit the tame In any street, alley products be treat^ chemically or or clergyman, when called in to a take effect twenty days after their
jections have been filed in th®
Kate Pfanstiehl, magazines123
public space, private premises, not otherwise to disguise or overcome rase of icariat fever, diptheria, meas- pa^e and adoption.
Clerk’s office.
Francis A. Lasher & Co.,*'
lee, or smallpox, shall wsir
^opted by he
0f Health,
The Clerk also presented the af- In any atream within the dty limits signs or appearance of
94
books
Rule 2. The carcass of any animal
The Health Officer,City Inspector, taglous dsease gown, the same to be September 1 4, 1914
fidavits
of
publication
as
require!
1
The New York Times, subp.
or fowl that has died wlthtn the city
any member of the Board of properly disinfected with
NICQDEMU8 EUbCH,
4
by law.
Alfred Joldersma, services,
limit!,shall be removed by the own- Health may seize and confiscate any hyde or bi-chloride »olutlon,
President,
Adopted,
sewer
ordered
construct30
Henrietta Plasman. service
er thereof within twenty-fourhours such tainted, unwholesome- o: dls- each
Attest:
20
ed, and the Board of Assessors inDora Scherraer, service,
and buried at a depth sufficient tc eased meats, fish, poultry, or pro- Rule 22. No person delivering any RICHARD OVERWEG,
structed to make special assessment
prevent any stench; provided,that
6274.38 roll.
ducts of the same, or decayed or un- milk, or any food stuffs to any bouse K lerk of the Board of HeaUtlThe Board of Assessorsreported the carcass of a horse, cow, mule, wholesome fruit or vegetables, or or premises under quarantine,shall Passed by the Common Council
Allowed and wafrants ordered isthe followingspecial aew*r assess- dog, or of any of the other larger any of said articles which haYe been remove from such dwelling house or November J®. A. D. 1914.
sued.
ment districtrolls 23 Street sewer, animals shall not be burled within chemically treated as aforesaid. premises, any bottles,crates, baskets Approved, November 18, A. D.
The following bills, approved
the city limits, and that the carcass
The Health Officer, City Inspector, or containers, for food stuffs, withnnamr
the Board of Police and Fire Com East 21st Street Sewer, Boat 15th of a fowl shall not be burled within
NICODEMUS BOSCH,
or any member of the Board of out the consent of the Health
Street sewer, West 4th Street sewer
mlssloners,at a meeting" held Nov
fifty feet of any well.
Health may affix, or cause to be af- er, and not until after such
Mayor,
16, 1914. were ordered certified to and the West 18th Street sewer.
Rule. 3. No person, firm, or cor fixed to such meats, fish, or poultry crates, baskets or containers bave Attest:
Adopted,
ordered
filed
In
the
the Common Council for payment
Clerk’s office and numbered, and poratkm shall keep or maintain any which Is tainted or unwholesomeor been sterilised,and tbe quarantine RICHARD OVERWEG,
8. Meenwsen, patrolman, ^ 28
slaughter yard, or
the Clerk Inatructed to give notice slaughter
slaughter house,
City Clerk,
within tbe clty ilm- dUeMed, or to any product, of tbe rendering shall he so conducted
36
do
C. Steketee,
that the Common Council and tbe slaughter pen,
36
do
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